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ABSTRACT

This work is an inquiry into the use of our past in
order to help us shape our future.

It proposes that the process of justification and vali-
dation of architecture should be one that takes into account
societal acceptance and agreement. Yet, it contends that the
way towards such an agreement does not necessarily require
the use of social sciences; but rather, the use of a know-
ledge based on an understanding of specifically architectural
principles.

An inquiry into the specificity of architecture is under-
taken; this specificity is seen as represented by natural re-
lationships between the two main elements of architecture:
Space and Material. Ways for analyzing these relations are
prospected. Regularity is seen as the major characteristic
of architectures of the past. Ways for understanding
regularity in the environment are analyzed and different kinds
of regular environments are defined.

Natural relations between Material and Space are seen as
generators of a specific type of regular architectural
environments: the environments of typological systems.
Typological systems, through their stability and permanence
are seen as architectures of social agreement and convention.
Change toward an architecture of convention is seen as pos-
sible if based on an effort to understand and abide by natural
relationships between Space and Material.
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This preface is intended as an explantory note on the

intellectual roots of this work, the history of its evolution

in my mind, and its current stage of development.

This is not a finished work. This is a detailed sketch

for future inquiry.

In fact, the major efforts during the development of

this work have been directed towards the formulation of ideas

that are very intuitive in nature and the definition of a

structural framework with which these ideas could be meaning-

fully developed and furthered.

* * *

Let me give a brief account on three aspects of this

work: firstly, its history and the circumstances of its de-

velopment--how I came to be interested in it and how my

interest evolved; secondly, its actual status of development--

where it currently stands, today that I have to lay it open

and judge of its validity and pertinence; and finally the

possibilities for its growth--what provisions I have allowed for

its future development.

This work is constructed around three basic concepts:

the relationships between Space and Material; Typology; and

Convention. I will try to give an account of my experience

of each of the concepts, and how they came to be linked

together.

I think that the primary root of my ideas is this dis-

comfort towards unjustifiable things and acts that nevertheless

pretend to excellence. Material objects and human actions that
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have the appearance of unity, of wholeness, of integrity, but

that are fragmented, arbitrary, artificially constructed.

When I started my architecture studies this discomfort

appeared relevant to most of the architectural environment I

encountered. I learned to uncover the architect's tricks and

games and search for an eventual core against which my convic-

tion and certainty could lean and rest.

Intuitively, historical environments provided me with

the support I was searching for, and I discovered that unjust-

ifiable architecture was a relatively modern phenomenon.

My professors at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, I

found, were also leaning against historical walls. They

taught us that we could learn from our past. They introduced

us to the concept of "typology". For them, typology was a

way of understanding architecture through classification.

"Typological analysis of the environment" became for us a

familiar exercise. But this classification was sterile and

misused; it helped us, at best, build in context with history.

Insert ourselves in the museum. Imitate. Copy the appearance

of quality and be satisfied with it. I learned the rules of

the game and blindly played it. It was not until I came to

MIT that I fully understood the potential of the concept of

typology, and realized that its use in Paris was but one of

various interpretations of it.

What brought me to MIT were the five years that I spent

in a structural engineer's office in Paris, during which

I learned to see architecture in terms of structure. I came
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with the intention of working on an analysis of the potential

of physical structure for the participtation of the dweller

in shaping his own space. The way in which I had formulated

my ideas led me again, and incidentally, to inquire about the

concept of typology. I had decided I would "analyze the

relationships between a typology (meaning classification) of

structural arrangements and a typology (classification) of

spatial organization". Upon reading my proposal,Eric Dluhosch

mentioned references on the subject of typology. Since then,

our interaction consistently sharpened my curiosity with,and

understanding of theoretical matters. My interest was fur-

thured when I took Stanford Anderson's course on convention.

I wrote a paper on typology, in the form of a review of

the various uses of the concept of type in the theory and

criticism of architecture. And I came across Stan's paper

"Architecture and Tradition that isn't Trad. Dad," where I

discovered that another type of relation to our past was

possible. The concept of typology, I felt, was at the center

of the problem of change in architecture.

Three other works read while I was preparing my thesis

proposal provided significant help in shaping my thinking

and elaborating a program for my work: N.J. Habraken's

"Transformation of the Site" led my to inquire into matters

that would be specifically architectural--independently from

an inquiry on "the hopes and dreams of the powers that

intervene in the site." This is how I came to be interested

in the relationships between Space and Material as
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representative of a certain architectural specificity. The

concept of "thematic system" and the issue of "agreement",

as opposed to the concept of the "autonomy of the site" led

me to think about the relationships between Space and

Material as relatively independent from the individual's

choice; furthermore, that it potentially implied, because

of its autonomous nature, agreement of society.

W.Q. Hubbard's "Complicity and Conviction" introduced

me to this particular understanding of the way towards an

architecture of convention that I felt I could build upon,

and perhaps even respond to. The source of an architecture

of conventions, I thought, are to be found within architecture.

The relationship between Space and Material, if understood

and mastered would be, I felt, a basis surer than that of

any social science, for an architecture of convention.

Finally Stan Anderson's "History for the Duration and

Change of Artifacts", through its presentation of G. Semper's

primitive hut theory provided me with links between the

three basic concepts of Typology, Convention and Space and

Material relationships: An understanding of the type as the

product of the dialogue between a cultural system and physical

constraints, I leaned would enhance the possibility for

"accounting for non-arbitrary change within a society's conven-

tions." One step further and the nature of the relations

between Space and Material because of its limitations becomes

a generator of typological systems. Typological stytems

are architecturesofconvention because, by definition, they
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are stable systems. Systems that have met societal agree-

ments. Change, if it respects relations between Space and

Material, if it recognizes physical constraints as architec-

tural and not only technical, is a change towards a new

typological system; towards another architecture of conven-

tion.

Giving a full explanation of each of the three concepts

and presenting evidence of the way in which they relate to

each other has been the major aim of this work.

What is presented in this work is an organized collec-

tions of ideas. The structure has been provided for an

elaborate research on the subject. The framework for a

complete theoretical work has been defined. A basic, working

vocabulary has been developed. Primary concepts have been

explained. A logical order of presentation has been selected.

Arguments have been sketched out; sometimes even detailed

and supported by physical evidence. But it is basically

this detailing of the argumentation and its support in terms

of physical evidence that is still missing in most cases.

I have tried to present this work in a manner that re-

flects the relative completeness of its structure, and the

sketchiness of the argumentation:

The introduction, prelude and transitions define the

overall organization of the inquiry. A reading of these five

parts will give one a farily clear idea of the way in which

the subject is proposed to be treated. The summary tables

at the beginning of each essay define in a more detailed
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manner the form of the proposed analysis.

The essays themselves are more or less detailed sketches

of the argumentation. I have tried to mention in the text

the lines along which they could be further developed.



INTRODUCTION
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Exploring ways for change in the built environment is

the primary and silent aim of this work. Primary, because

it has guided the evolution of my thinking throughout this

paper. Silent, because I will not be dealing with the con-

cept in a direct manner, and seldom will I use the word

again. But the idea will be implied in all parts of the

work.

Change,--because it uniquely echoes in our minds, this

immense legacy of dreams, hopes and intuitions of our modern

times' architectural visionaries. It marvelously but

poignantly sounds deep within ourselves, this tragic and

stubborn insistence to the face of the world, that architec-

ture can make man's future better. Should we look anew

into the foundation of change, I believe we should do so,

moved by the same faith and the same convictions about what

man can.

Similarly to idealistic positions so easily discredited

and disdained in our skeptical times, but so difficultly

disprovable anytime, an objective nature to quality of

change is a possibility in my mind. This possibility is

the subject of the following pages.

I think it will shock no one to say that quality of

change has to do with two distinct aspects: the first,

specifically architectural, concerned with space and material;

the second exclusively social involving agreement, approval,

acceptance. But the contention of this paper is that charac-

teristics of the first contain potential for the existence



of the latter.

The concept of convention has been used to mean a

socially welcomed, an agreed upon, accepted practice, in

contradistinction to inevitable, unavoidable, necessary,

natural processes. An architecture of convention has been

seen as an architecture that appeals, influences, involves
*

its audience. It has been repeatedly argued that rules

for such an architecture were definable and that their

source was to be found primarily outside architecture. It

is my conviction that it is rather within the inevitability

of specifically architectural principles that the foundation

of an architecture of convention is to be found, that there-

fore, before looking into other realms of thought and

activities, we should try to get a thorough grasp of the

specificity of the architectural knowledge and practice.

The general predisposition of the architect who tries

to justify his choices on political, psychological,

economical and in a general sense exclusively social sciences

grounds appears therefore untenable. Equally questionable

is the attempt to impose technical and ornamentational

justifications. Yet this is the mainstay of architectural

students and professionals, forced to look outside their

domain under the pretext of objectivity, empiricism and, in

short, down to earth attitude. A down to earth attitude in archi-

tecture is in my mind looking within architecture. Specifically

architectural grounds for justification is my primary concern.

Or better,- specifically architectural basis for decision that, by
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containing potential for convention, would eliminate alto-

gether the need for a justification process.

Evidently, certitude is and remains the ultimate

and impossible human quest, and it can be found behind any

individual's choice. And against the impossibility of this

quest the difference between reason and feelings tarnishes

and almost disappears. The point is definitely not whether

there is more room for certitude within the domain of

architecture than within social sciences or technical

domains. I would eventually like to believe that there is,

but in any case, in our striving for a justification process,

I would rather have it be felt and architectural than

reasoned and social scientist and technical. This is the

main prejudice I bring to this work.

Luckily, both our architectural past and a behind

the scenes daily practice of architecture provides us with

elements for understanding the mechanisms and characteristics

of a pure architecture. An architecture free from the

burden of other intellectual disciplines. An architecture

free from the technician's knowledge and from the artist's

pretensions. An architecture that is called indigenous
*

vernacular, anonymous, spontaneous,nonpedigree or other

names.

Two aspects charactize this architecture that are

worth mentioning here: the first is that it is an architec-

ture of regularity. An architecture that overwhelms one

with a sense of unity, of relation to a common core. The
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second is that it is an architecture of variation. Not one

single house looks exactily like the one next to it, no

single facade looks exactly like the one next to it. It

can be argued that this is an architecture of limited

availability of material, of limited technical possibility,

of a homogeneous social order, and this would explain

regularity; that it is an architecture of craftsmanship,

and this would explain variety. In short, an architecture

of standardized needs and variable materials; that our

architecture is one of variable needs and standardized

material; that the parallel stops there and that looking

into our past is mere nostalgia. This common explanation

contends that limitations in past architectures guaranteed

automatic social approvals and that therefore, justification

was reducible to minor points of detail, the rest being

imposed upon us anyway; that agreement had the character

of acceptance of the necessary; that freedom of choice in

terms of material, and techniques, being a relatively

recent evolution, the justification process had to become

more sophisticated and that this explains the emergence of

the architect as social scientist. Turning to other dis-

ciplines to look for a basis for our decisions would have

been an easy way to give an appearance of clarity, coherence

and inevitability to the most doubtful of choices.

This common explanation seems plausible and convincing,

but is incomplete, and because it is so, it can justify

the intrusion of social and technical sciences into
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architecture, and it can justify the condemnation of any

possible use of the past to help us shape our future.

What I would like to add to this explanation is that in my

opinion what explains the regularity of environments of the

past is a quality of a specifically architectural nature:

a quality of interrelation of space and material; that it

is this quality itself that contains room for social con-

vention and that it is therefore that regularity emerges.

That a good program would be to define elements for

understanding the specificity of architecture; then to

find ways of analyzing regularity in the built environment

and see what is specifically architectural about this

regularity; and finally try to see what is it in these

regular environments that makes them an architecture of

convention. This program defines the organization of this

paper:

The first two essays are of an analytical nature:

The first essay is on the interrelations between

Space and Material, these interrelations understood as the

basic constituents of an architectural specificity.

The second essay is on the typological aspect of the

architectural reality, the concept of type is seen as a

tool for accounting on regularity in the built environment.

The last two essays are more argumentative in nature:

The third essay takes the type into an exclusively

architectural perspective as explained in the first essay.

The fourth essay takes the architectural type defined
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in the third essay into a conventional architecture perspec-

tive and concludes on the use of typology for change towards

such an architecture.

I am also adding an epilogue on a critical review of

various typologies of architecture, that are more or less

architectural in nature.

I should probably add a word on the nature of the

examples used and buildings refered to. I think that the

subject of the work has general value and is not restric-

tive to any type of building or environment. The reader will

find, however, that the reasoning is usually done in reference

to the house, and more particularly the individual, detached

house. There are many reasons for this choice, the most

important of which I will summarize here:

First, individual detached house is for many people the pri-

mary manifestation of architecture, the prototype of the

shelter, and more particularly in our western societies where

the family is the primary social unit; Secondly, it allows

us to start our analysis at a simple level and establish a

solid basis for more complex analysis; Thirdly, it is an

abundant field for the study of buildings created without

architects; and finally because I believe that it is the area

of architecture to which typological investigation pertains

most.



prelude
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The following essay is an inquiry into the specificity

of architecture. It is an observation of architecture

from the point of view of the interrelations of its two

major constituents: Space and Material.

It is based on the assumption that architecture as

a discipline of -analysis and intervention should be defined

in complete distinction from social sciences. Without

denying the influence and pertinence of such disciplines as

semiotics, sociology, economics etc... to the field of

architecture, I believe that the architect's knowledge should

be specifically architectural and exclusively related to

Space and Material; that "architectural knowledge" is under-

standing of the relationship between space and material/

that "architectural research" is the quest for this knowledge;

and "architectural practice" the actual implementation of

this particular knowledge.

I call this first essay "the Statics of Space and

Material" in reference to N.J. Habraken's work "The Trans-
*

formation of the Site" where the site is seen in terms of

live configurations of elements under control of powers

thus leading to an inquiry on the transformation, or dy-

namics of the site. Various concepts and ideas in the book

have helped my shape and express my otherwise exclusively

intuitive position on the subject; my debt to the book is

mostly subconscious and concerns ideas rather than words,

but I know that I will be occasionally using the distinction
**

between "configurations of elements" to mean a describable
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*

group of volumes that have weight, and "spatial arrangement"

to mean a describable group of spaces. I will be talking
**

about "the form of a configuration" to mean the combina-

tion of its selection of elements and the distribution of

these elements. I will use the term "Nominal Classes"

of elements to speak of a certain class of elements in

the site that, by themselves, determine a relation of domina-

tion between their respective configurations. I will

use the term "autonomy of the site" (subject to which

this paper is particularly related) in reference to the

natural dominance that Nominal Classes of elements establish

among themselves;and other terms that will be explained

in time.

Three other concepts and their derivatives could

cause confusion if their implied meaning in this paper is

not fully explained at this point: Space, Material and

Structure. I will use "structural framework" to speak of

the actual skeleton of the building, in other terms the

load-bearing elements of the building structure. Similarly,

"structural material" is the configuration of physical

elements that constitute a "structural framework"; "structural

principle" is the engineering principle or engineering

logic behind a particular load transmission technique: it

is basically an abstract representation of a construction

reality. Similarly "structural scheme" is a configuration

or group of identical or different "structural principles."

The word "structure" will not be used in this essay, but it
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will be used in the following essays and its meaning will

be explained in time.

In contradistinction to "structural material",

"enclosing material" is the rest of the physical elements

needed to enclose the space. "Enveloping material" is any

type of material added to "enclosing" and "structural

materials." It is obvious that these are not rigid defini-

tions. They usually overlap, "enclosing material" being at

the same time "structural" and part of "structural material"

being enclosing material etc... "Material" will be used,

as in the title of this essay to speak of the combinations

of "structural scheme" and a "structural material". It will

be used only for purposes of generalization, because its

meaning is covered by "structural framework" when we are

talking about a specific building.

"Space" will also be used for purposes of generaliza-

tions; in fact what it means is an actual "spatial arrangement,"

but it will also be used in context to talk about a "room."

"Spatial elements" apart from rooms are spatial volumetric

elements that interconnect spaces; doors--windows and

other openings.

In the first part of the following essay I will try

to explain the reason I think Space and Material are basic

concepts for the determination of an architectural speci-

ficity, and how the interrelations of Space and Material

describe this specificity.

I will then define the theoretical field within which
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Space and Material relations evolve.

Then I will move on to an overview of possible rela-

tions, trying to investigate ways of recognizing and analyzing

them, and try to participate to the elaboration of a vocabu-

lary for these purposes.

It is important to make it clear at this point that

the objective of the essay is more to try and determine a

basis for the analysis of Space and Material relationships

as related to the issue of an architecture of convention,

than to cover the subject of the specificity of architecture

which would obviously be a task beyond my capabilities at

this time as this would involve more complex concepts and

a wider perspective on the subject.
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1. ON ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICITY: The Relations between
Material and Space

2. THE CONTEXT OF THE RELATIONS BETWEEN MATERIAL AND SPACE:

2.1 Elemental Abstraction
2.1.1 Structural Element
2.1.2 Structural Principle
2.1.3 Structural Scheme
2.1.4 Radiance
2.1.5 Overlapping

2.2 Spatial Order
2.2.1 Geometry
2.2.2 Organization
2.2.3 Volumetry

3. THE NATURE OF THE RELATIONS BETWEEN MATERIAL AND SPACE:

3.1 Obligatory
3.2 Preferential
3.3 Incidential~
3.4 Depth of the Relation

4. THE RELATIONS BETWEEN MATERIAL AND SPACE:

4.1 Physical
4.1.1 Geometric
4.1.2 Organizational
4.1.3 Volumetric
4.1.4 Positional

4.2 Definitional
4.2.1 Minimality
4.2.2 Clarity
4.2.3 Rythm
4.2.4 Purity

5. VISIBILITY OF THE RELATIONS BETWEEN MATERIAL AND SPACE.



Two of Palladio's facades used
by Boudon to show the discon-
tinuity between perceived
space and real space. "Despite
the fact that the real dimen-
sions are the same, the two
architectural propositions
suggest different perceived
dimensions." If it is so
with perceived space, it is
more so, Boudon would con-
clude, with conceived space.
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1. ON THE SPECIFICITY OF ARCHITECTURE

Phillippe Boudon concludes his

book on the specificity of architec-

ture by suggesting that architecture

cannot be conceived independently

from the way in which it has been

mentally conceived and that in turn,

architectural thinking cannot be un-

derstood independently from the real

space that it refers to.

He explains that since the con-

cept of "scale" differentiates be-

tween the geometric and the architec-

tural thinkings, it would constitute

the core around which a definition

of the specificity of architecture

should be constructed.
**

And it seems that from Zevi to

Focilion to Panofsky , the

definition of an architecturology, or

specificity of architecture, has in-

variably been exclusively related to

space, and more specifically to the

discontinuity between real space and

abstract mental space; between the

space of the architectural conception

and the space of the architectural

practice.

Without denying the value of

such reasoning, it seems evident to

me that real space is more than the

by-product of abstract space; that it

is more than space in struggle with

"scale", that it is in dialogue with

the elements that bound it and that



the process through which it takes

its final shape is one of search for

an equilibrium between space and the

bounding material. Furthermore, in

as much as there is an abstract idea

of space, there is also an abstract

idea of the process by which material

bounds space. That these two pro-

cesses (of thinking space, and of

thinking the material that bounds it)

are in constant interrelation. And

that defining architecture by one of

the two, in exclusion of the other,

is artificial and simply incorrect.

What is specific to architecture

and differenciates it from other

creational disciplines, is that its

object is built Zived-in spaced.

Space and Material are the primary

elements of the architectural practice.

Architectureis the science of the

interrelation of Space and Material.

Real space, if described exclusively

in spatial terms, remains an abstrac-

tion. Material, if described with

exclusively engineering terms is even

more of an abstraction.

Knowledge of architecture in terms

of these interrelations has been

traditionally missing from the archi-

tectural studies curriculum. Simply

because it was assumed to be self-

evident. Describing architecture by

Space and Material, one might say, is

tautological. I think it is the
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2 and 3
Obvious relations between
space and material: Squar
plan of Constantinople ho
and thei'r relation to the
brick vaulted ceilings
techniques. Here, two
techniques are used with
same material.

tautological nature of this descrip-

tion that makes its strength; be-

cause it describes what really is.

It is commonly argued that our

science is a science of the mastery

of space. That our conception starts

at space and that we will eventually

find a way to bound it. It is not

the object of this essay to delve

into the history of the idea of space

but it seems evident that this is a

recent development in the architec-

tural thinking and that it has some-

thing to do with the fact that archi-

tecture has been traditionally under-

stood and is still understood by many
*

as the building of monuments.

In any case, look at the evoca-

tive plan views of the ceilings of these

two medieval houses in Constantinople

(Figs 2&3). 'There is one single room (Fig. 3)

occupying the whole width of the

house. At one side a kind of vaulted

narthex, with three arches. The

principal room is also vaulted, and

the keystone is a large rectangular

marble slab. The bricks in the vault

are 10 x 50 cm (3" x 16"). The space

between the vault and the roof is

filled with empty jars, of medium

dimension, symetrically staggered,

used to support the roof without over-

loading the vault."
the It would be difficult to imagine

that space in this particular example
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preceded material. It would be

equally incorrect to suggest that

spatial arrangement is a direct re-

sult of material configuration. Ob-

viously things are not that simple

and a multitude of other factors

enter into account also. But the
point is that we have here an

example of a tight fit between space

and material. Spatial arrangement

would be hard to justify with a dif-

ferent material configuration. The

contrary is also true since it would

have been difficult to imagine for

example the large room divided in two,

etc...

Speaking of a tight fit between

Space and Material, is not saying
that material pre-determines or pre-

defines space. Neither is it as

simple as saying that a certain space

pre-requires the use of a certain

material or a certain technique.

There is also a cultural dimension to

any choice of form, and many other

factors also are involved. But the

intent here is to isolate what is the

most evident, measurable, palpable of

all these factors. These are complex

issues, but central issues. The pur-

pose of a discipline of investigation

on these interrelations would

primarily be, to bring some order into

the theoretical field within which

these issues develop and evolve. This



is a pre-requisite for the organiza-

tion of a well-defined field of know-

ledge concerning space/material rela-

tions. Such a field must be broad

enough not to be representative of

any program or architectural belief,

yet specific enough not to overstep

the architect's skills and knowledge.

2. THE CONTEXT OF THE RELATIONS:

The hard concrete reality of ob-

servable architecture can, it may be

argued, be perceived as a living

embodiement of the imagination of the

people who built it.

Design of a building in older or

modern ages starts with a process of

abstraction. Mental shaping precedes

the physical.

Architecture can be explained by

a collection of abstract ideas on the

way a building should be built.

We have just seen how part of this

collection of ideas, the part related

to spaces and spatial relations, has

been considered commonly, as constitu-

ting what we would call the specific

quality of architecture.

But looking at architectures of

the past we cannot fail to see,if not

a predominance of material over space,

at least an effect of material on it.

This is so true that we are tempted

to define the architecture we see by

the material that constitutes it.
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The conjectural raising se-
quences of a timber framed
17th century New England
house suggest that the cate-
gories of abstraction of
designers of the past is also
related to configurations of
physical elements.

We speak of the wooden stave medieval

buildings of Norway, the timber-

framed houses of early settlements

in New England, of cruck buildings

of medieval England.

I think it is simplistic to sug-

gest that designers of the past,

simple people with practical minds,

imagined and conceived their build-

ings based upon a purely geometric

abstractions of space. I contend

that their primary categories of ab-
straction were concerned with physical

element bounding the projected space,

and that this in turn modified their

abstractions of space. In short, it

is the case that the building was

mentally conceived both in terms of

spaces and in terms of construction

principle and material availability (Fig.4)

A first step toward the understand-

ing of architectural specificity is

to recognize these categories of ab-

straction of physical elements, and

define scales of spatial order that

relate to these basic abstractions.

2.1 ELEMENTAL ABSTRACTIONS

Being interested in our study of

the relations between space and mater-

ial, with non-arbitrary relations, in

other terms, with relations that have

reasons outside or independantly from

the individual's choice, we will only

deal with the configuration of ele-

ments that have structural value.



These are elements that transmit loads

that bridge spans, that assure stabil-

ity, that oppose resistance to outside

forces. We call these configurations

of elements structural configurations.

2.1.1 STRUCTURAL ELEMENT

Once more, because we are inter-

ested in autonomous relations between

Space and Material, or relations in-

dependent from individual's choices,

if we were to recognize levels of ab-

straction of physical structural

elements, the most elemental ones we

will call high level abstractions.

In fact they already constitute a

clear image in the mind of the de-

signers. They do not involve once

selected, any sophisticated type of

decision.

(Dimensional decisions: This de-

pends on size or scale of the element

and on its nature. For a mass-

produced brick no dimensional decision

is needed. For a wooden beam span and

load would affect the section.)

We call the structural element

abstractions higher level abstractions

because they eventually determine

characteristics of lower level abstrac-

tions. Structural element determines

a structural principle in certain

cases, and limits the possibility of

choice of structural principles in any

case. Another major characteristic of

structural element abstraction, which



also explains that they are non-

arbitrary in nature is that they are

not configurational. They do not in-

volve distribution decisions. When

they become configurational, they

automatically step down to a lower

level abstraction.

Although strong in potential struc-

tural element abstractions remain un-

practical until they step down to a

lower level of abstraction.

(To illustrate our point on the

determination of lower level abstrac-

tions by the most elemental one: In

the example of the Byzantine house of

Constantinople, if brick was the only

material available, it would have

been difficult to imagine a structural

principle with horizontal spanning

members. The vault is one solution.

There might be others, but character-

istics of the brick limits the pos-

sibilities.)

2.1.2 STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLE

The next level of abstraction is

the one that deals with a configuration

of elements that performs a certain

structural role: spanning, transmit-

ting load, resisting forces. Being

interested primarily with spaces we

will define structural principle by a

configuration of physical elements

that spans a distance.

Certain structural principles are

by nature two-dimensional, (or



non-directional) (as long as they re-

main abstractions) spanning between

two points. They are usually repre-

sented by one load bearing element

at each side and a spanning element

between the two. Other structural

principles are by nature tri-

dimensional (or directional) and they

usually are represented by four load

bearing elements symetrical to each

other (in other terms located at the

four corners of an orthogonal space)

and non-horizontal spanning members.

The tri-dimensional nature of these

principles makes them step down to

the next level of abstraction.

Decision regarding structural

principle involves dimensions, scale,

location. This level of abstraction

is definitely configurational. The

spatial dimension here is implicit

but not always recognizable (except

in three-dimensional structural prin-

ciples).

Structural principles, similarly

to structural element remains imprac-

tical until it steps down to the lower

level abstraction.

2.1.3 STRUCTURAL SCHEME

Our next level of abstraciton is

the one that concerns a configuration

of structural principles that performs

a space-enclosing or at least a space

defining role.

It is the lowest level of
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abstraction of physical elements, be-

cause it already involves an incredible

amount of decision-making. It is high-

ly configurational and its complexity

can be increased by increasing the

types and number of structural prin-

ciples that constitutes it, and the

nature and number of material used.

Because the tendency today is to

begin with space when conceving a

building, the first abstract level of

structural material that the architect

thinks about is this lowest level of

abstraction that is the structural

scheme. Moreover, any structural

scheme that fits the desired space

is picked up on basis that are any-

thing but architectural: economy,

aspect, etc... But by starting at

higher level abstractions, the archi-

tect will be astonished to see that

with the same material or the same

structural principle he would come

up with another overall scheme that

could drastically modify his spatial

arrangement. This has to do with

natural transmission of characteristics

from one level to another. We will

call this the "radiance" of the level

of abstraction.

2.1.4 RADIANCE

When radiance flows from higher

level abstraction to lower level ab-

straction we will call it radiance

forward. When it flows from lower



Structural element and
structural principle over-
lapping: English medieval
simple cruck truss.

level abstraction to higher level ab-

straction it will be called radiance

backward. Since lower level abstrac-

tions are more configurational in

nature, and imply more decision-

making,.radiance backward is clearly

seen as containing greater potential

for arbitrariness; radiance forward

is seen as a minimal arbitrariness

type of radiance.

Radiance is increasingly varied

when you move from higher levels of

abstraction to lower level of abstrac-

tion. Ramifications increase in

number.

But a corollary to this is that

radiance is decreasingly intense in

the same direction (from higher to

lower level of abstraction). Simply

because there are less alternatives;

choices become more imposing.

2.1.5 OVERLAPPING

Obviously the reality of these

elemental abstractions is complex.

There are obvious overlappings. There

are overlappings that are clear and

simple like the fact that a cruck in

a medieval cruck building is at the

same time structural element and struc-

tural principle. There are also over-

lappings that are more complicated

but very easily conceptualized like

the fact mentioned earlier that a

byzantine vault is at the same time

structural principle and a possible
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Structural element, principle
and scheme overlap: forming of
concrete has practically no
physical limitations. With
reinforced concrete, it is
difficult not to start with
space the conception process.

structural scheme. And there are

overlappings that are more confusing,

that almost don't fit the theory,

that break the rules, that pose a new

set of problems like the fact that with

reinforced concrete there is no recog-

nizable structural element per se.

Structural element with reinforced

concrete becomes a Zower Zevel ab-

straction than structural principle.

It makes it even easier to start with

space in the construction process.

There might be a science of the

overlapping of abstract ideas of

material that has yet to be defined.

And that might contribute to elucidate

the problem of unlimited availability

of construction material in our in-

dustrial societies. And certainly

consequently the problem of Space and

Material relations. Obviously this

is beyond the scope of this work.

2.2 SPATIAL ORDER

Similarly to levels of abstrac-

tion of configurations of physical

elements, there are different abstract

scales of spatial order. There is no

"one" way space is imagined. Among

the variety of possible ways we will

select three that seem to cover

enough of the characteristics of space

for our purpose: the geometric order,

the organizational order and the vol-

umetric order.
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simple houses without archi-
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Little Dixie (Missouri) houses,
transformations around a
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2.2.1 GEOMETRY

The primary agent of spatial order,

has no scale: it is the geometry of space.

Geometric Entity: It has been re-

peatedly argued that architectures can

be reduced to a primary geometrical

entity. Judging from examples seen in
*

books but never actually experienced and
verified, this seems to be indeed true.
When we observe house forms, the geometric

entity seems to be embedded in the first
phase oftheir evolution. It usually

constitutes the core, to which the rest is
eventually added, or at least the

central part that determines the or-

ganization of the rest.

Geometric Shape: Whatever the

case is, there is also the more obvious

fact of the existence of clearly

differenciated geometries. Octogonal

plans, round huts, curved rooms. And

less differenciated: squares, rec-

tangles.. .orthogonal spaces of various

shapes.

All this has to do with generic

ordering principles of space.

2.2.2 ORGANIZATION

This has to do with the intercon-

nections of spaces. It is usually

an abstract representation in two-

dimensions, a plan view, with even-

tually, openings between spaces.

It is important to note that lo-

cation of openings is not always a

constant. It certainly is important
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Spatial organization as a basis
for conception: interrelations
of space in a Falis (Cameroon)
patriarch house: a. kitchen;
b. sleeping quarters;
c. granaries; d. storage place.

when the elemental configuration is

so restraining that decisions on

where to locate openings have to be

made very early in the conception pro-

cess. In other cases, where freedom

is possible in this respect, spatial

organization can be conceived as a

distribution of spaces in plan, with

eventual openings to come later.

2.2.3 VOLUME

This obviously concerns the three-

dimensional shape of space. It is the

largerscale in the spatial order.

Both its external and internal

abstract representations are possible.

But the first is usually difficult

and unpracticable as it is easy to

confuse with the organizational scale.

The second is the most prevailing one,

since the designer has usually a

clear idea as to the way his pro-

jected building will have to look

from the outside.

It is, for this reason, the most

complex of the three scales. In fact,

its abstract representation is, I

believe, difficult to dissociate from

physical elements configuration of

the enveloping order.

(It is important to note that

this makes it the least powerful, but

the most dangerous among the three

spatial scales. The least powerful

because its determination can be com-

pletely independent from the two
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Danger of the volumetric order:
space freed from geometry and
articulation. Here, Le
Coubusiers's internal represen-
tation of an artist's studio.

10
Obligatory relation between
the form of the house's cupola
and the use of stone built of
annular layers on a round plan,
common in certain areas of
the Mediterranean Europe, and
known as "trulli".

other scales. The most dangerous,

because the more complex it is, the

more independent from the other scales

it becomes. I am thinking about the

adjunction of secondary "decorative"

volumes to a basic house layout;

about modern architects compositions

of facades completely independently

from the spaces behind them.)

3. THE NATURE OF THE RELATIONS

The nature of the relations be-

tween Space and Material varies de-

pending on the level of abstraction

of the physical elements involved and

the scale of spatial order affected.

But one can in any case draw a

fairly precise distinction between

three categories of relations that

can be encountered: obligatory rela-

tions, preferential relations and

incidental relations.

3.1 OBLIGATORY RELATIONS

Obligatory relations are relations

that have to be. Structural scheme is

x, then space is necessarily y.

These are unescapable relations,

not a single architect or designer

can get around them.

Analyzing our architectural past

we discover many relations of this

sort. With new techniques and mater-

ials however, most of these relations

have disappeared and have become
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relations of another nature if not

forgotten completely, the emergence

of the possibility to overpower them

having been seen as a sort of deliver-

ance.

These obligatory relations were

the limits within which our skills

evolved -- the four walls of architec-

ture. We have replaced these limits

with the fragile walls of the social

and technical sciences.

3.2 PREFERENTIAL RELATIONS

Preferential relations are rela-

tions that a non-arbitrary, physical

principle will justify.

These are relations that may be

ignored; relations that do not im-

pose themselves.

Yet these are relations that con-

stitute prototypes of solutions. If

we do ignore them, the relations that

replace them can be defined only in

reference to them. They are primary

relations.

These are relations that would

occur naturally if material and space

alone would decide.

These are relations that we would

allow to occur if we learn about ar-

chitecture and become interpreters of

11 architecture instead of its creators
Post and beams timber framed
house in New England as repre- (in the sense the musician is the
sentative of preferential
relations between orthogonal interpreter of a music piece -- and
sections of wood and ortho-
gonal plan layout. there are the joys of interpretation).
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Incidental relation and
intellectual delight in
architecture: Peter Eisenman's
variations on a three-
dimensional grid.
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These relations are what this

work is concerned with.

3.3 INCIDENTAL RELATIONS

Incidental Relations are relations

that nothing justifies other than a

man-made rule or reason.

These are relations that anyone

can invent and manipulate. Relations

that are innumerable in nature and

form. Relations rich in potential

and possibilities.

These are relations of visual,

emotional, intellectual delight;

relations that make you think you

achieved something.

These are relations with no basis;

variations on non-existant principles;

relations of the arbitrary.

These are relations that we can

frequently detect in today's archi-

tecture.

3.4 DEPTH OF THE RELATION

This is a direct function of the

level of abstraction of physical ele-

ments and the scale of spatial order

concerned.

The higher the level of abstrac-

tions of physical elements determining

the relation, the deeper the relation

is, the less arbitrary it is. Simply

because it means that the structural

element has "radiance" on structural

principle and structural scheme. In

fact we discover that this "radiance"



is in direct correlation with the

existence of the relation. Yet the

deeper the relation can be, the

easier it is to ignore and replace.

Changing structural element is an

easy thing.

Similarly, the lower the level of

abstractions of physical elements

determining the relation, the shal-

lower the relation is; the more ar-

bitrary it is. Simply because it

means that radiance is weak: numer-

ous structural schemes can apply to

a structural principle and numerous

structural principles can accommodate

the structural element.

In a similar fashion, the depth

of the relation increases when we

move from the larger to the smaller

scale of spatial order; from the vol-

umetric to the geometric.

4. SPACE AND MATERIAL RELATIONS

We now arrive at the core of the

essay: the relationships between

Space and Material.

There are two aspects to these

relations: the first is physical,

the second is an aspect of definition.

We are interested in the first

because it has to do with the form of

architecture.

We are interested in the second

because it has to do with experiencing

and sensing this form, not only as a
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dweller of an architecture, but also

as its designer.

4.1 PHYSICAL RELATIONS

These relations can be seen and

understood as related to the three

scales of spatial order: the geo-

metric, the organizational and the

volumetric. We will add to this,

relations having to do with position

of spatial elements that interconnect

spaces (rooms). Each of these scales

of spatial order can in turn relate

to material through each level of ab-

straction of configuration of the

physical elements.

The following pages provide a

summary of these relations.

4.1.1 GEOMETRIC RELATIONS

We will start with geometric re-

lations that deal with characteristics

of structural element. It might ap-

pear quite difficult to prove that

there is a relation between the ge-

ometry of space and the characteristics

of structural material, but let me

give a demonstration that will make

it more readily grasped:

If we take as an example a wooden

frame structure with posts and beams

as a structural principle; consider-

ing that the floor structure is com-

posed of wooden joists, let us try

to structurally justify a square space

enclosed by this scheme. I will call
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the justification complete if we can

prove that the beam on the four sides

of the square are of the same section

because they receive all four an equal

load. One can dispose the joists in

any orthogonal direction, the loads

will always be unequally distributed

on the beams (Fig.13a&b) It isn't until

one disposes the joists diagonally

that the loads are equilibrated.

(Fig.13c&d) But one then comes to the

realization that the distribution

makes the joints between the joists

very difficult, almost impossible,

and in any case, unadequately justi-

fied by a square space. The square

rules the material and makes it work

beyond capacity. Now if one was to

cover a square space with brick by

using a ribbed vault, the loads get

equilibrated on each of the four sides

of the square. (Fig.14)

There is a preferential relation

between brick (as a spanning element)

and a square plan, between wodden

crossing elements and rectangular

space.

As mentioned earlier this relation

is very deep, because in order for

structural element to affect space

directly, it must have "radiance"

strong enough to reach structural

principle and structural scheme at the

same time.

This category of relation is a

(b)

(c)

13
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function of the dimensional character-

istics of structural element; it seems

as if the smaller the element, the

more "radiance" it has, because span-

ning and bridging a space has to be

done without the use of horizontal

linear members, and the structural

principle itself becomes a structural

scheme. This is related to the fact

that the range of available dimen-

sions is limited, and has consequently

to do with mass-productivity of the

element; the more standardized the

material, the deeper the relation

(the stronger the "radiance" also).

We can now move on to the geo-

metric relations that have to do with

the characteristics of structural

principle.

The argument here is an old one.

Viollet-le-Duc in several of his
*

works suggests that the principle

of the "vault" is the generator of

the gothic building's geometry. He

sees an obligatory relation between

the two. Many of Viollet-le-Duc's

ideas on medieval rationalism are

illuminating, although the examples

he bases his theory upon are usually

taken from the monumental architecture,

which makes it difficult to differ-

entiate between architecture as an

art, and architecture as a necessary

practical discipline. Similar to

the case of the vault commanding the
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geometry of the gothic cathedral,

there seems to exist more humble re-

lations between characteristics of

"structural principle" and charac-

teristics of spatial geometry.

Starting with structural principles

that are not at the same time struc-

tural schemes (which will be consid-

ered later); starting, in other terms,

with structural principles that can

be abstractly (or in a concrete man-

ner) represented two-dimensionally,

these relations are primarily con-

cerned with interconnections between

space or geometry of what we have

termed spatial elements.

It is in fact as if the awareness

about this set of relations of a

geometric nature introduces a new

category in our representation of the

various scale of spatial order. It

seems plausible to argue that there

exists within the geometric scale of

spatial order a planar geometry, gen-

eric because rich in borders, (borders,

seen as a potential for stepping

over them) and basic because generic;

and a vertical geometry, much less

generic because a border itself, par-

ticular to its own location, secondary

because not generic enough. Thus, a

geometry of spatial organizational

potential (planar) and a geometry of

interconnections between spaces (ver-

tical). The first with no scale,

powerfully abstract, the second bound
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to reality (in fact height can never

vary as much as span). And, in effect,

the first primarily concerns spanning

structural principles, the latter con-

cerns load-bearing principles.

The variants within the relation

are the shape of the spatial element,

its location and its dimensions or

scale.

Structural principle can have a

direct relation to the shape of struc-

tural element as in the diagram (c)

in Fig. 15. Now we can see how scale

changes the nature of the relation.

If scale is small, the opening being

close to what a door is, there is

not much choice and the form of the

opening is the form of the structural

principle's boundaries. The relation

is definitely obligatory. When scale

becomes larger it becomes possible

to ignore the limits of the structur-

al principle as limits of the actual open-

ing and fit into them with another en-

closing and piercing technique. The

relation transforms itself into a

preferential relation with potential

for stepping down to the incidental

level. This is the common feature

of preferential relations.

Stepping down to incidental in

terms of shape, the relation neverthe-

less remains preferential in terms of

location. In fact locations vary

within tight limits; it is very

(d)

(e)
15
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similar in this case to (d) in the

same figure. But in (d) also, if

scale changes, (decreases for example)

the relation can become obligatory,

the location of the door becoming

determined de facto.

An obligatory relation in terms

of location usually means that the

same type of relation exists in termg

of one aspect of the dimensional

choice of spatial element at least.

In fact, if an opening cannot vary

in location, it is consequently at its

minimum limits dimensionally, because

potential in reduction of dimension

is also potential for variation in

location.

It appears very clearly from this

analysis that relation in terms of

shape, precedes relation in terms of

location, which in turn precedes the

relation in terms of dimension. We

move, in this direction, from the

most profound to the most superficial.

(It is of pertinence to our sub-

ject that shape appears to affect a

relation of a deeper nature, shape

having obviously to do with "recog-

nizing", "accepting" architecture.)

In this respect the nature of the

relation in terms of shape determines

the nature of the relation in terms

of location and dimension. A prefer-

ential relation in terms of shape is

necessarily a preferential relation



in terms of location and dimension.

It should be well understood that

this does not mean at all that shape

determines location and dimension.

This would make no sense. What is

of importance here is that the rela-

tion between structural principle and

shape, contains, or implies location

and dimension.

This attests to the basic charac-

ter of the relations between Space

and Material; and of the interest in

setting up a method for their analysis.

We come now to geometric relations

that have to do with structural

scheme.

Imagining a projected building is

certainly an act of geometric abstrac-
*

tion, as it has been often argued.

But whether the designer (not neces-

sarily an architect) imagines his

geometric entity first (deciding say,

the main room in the center of the

house will be square, or rectangular,

etc...) or his structural scheme, re-

mains an open question. It can be

observed that architects today gen-

erally start with geometry. This

might have also been the case histori-

cally, and perhaps more so than today;

but in those days the construction

principle and consequently the struc-

tural scheme were rarely the object

of a personal voluntary, independent

choice. In this sense any principles
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or set of principles related to the

emergence of the shape of the Geome-

tric entity was unconscious. No mat-

ter where you started, at geometry,

or at construction, the relation be-

tween the two was so strong that the

result was the same. Today's tech-

niques have broadened the geometric

repertoire and the relations between

Space and Material at the scale of

the house has become an easy thing

to forget.

But let's take a look at the

past: Obviously building with large

sections of wood is different from

building with small sticks. It is

no mystery that the Chukchee's tents

in Siberia and the Mongols' in Central

Asia are based on a circular geometric

entity, while most early wooden

framed buildings in New England (and

all our western architecture) are

based on an orthogonal entity.

This has primarily to do with the

nature of the joints, and the extent

of the structural span of the element.

There is an analysis to be done of the

evolution of the house's geometry

as related to the evolution of the

jointing techniques. But beyond this

science of the obligatory relations,

which appears as a rather simplistic

idea today, the inquiry on the prefer-

ential relation is, I think, of dis-

tinctive interest.
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Preferential relations are rela-

tions that work by comparison: The

relation between a certain geometric

entity and a certain structural scheme

is deeper than with another scheme,

and vice versa.

In this sense, and if we come

back to the opposition between rec-

tangular and square spaces, a post

and beam construction (or any struc-

tural scheme with vertical and hori-

zontal linear elements) is more likely

to enclose a space approaching a

square shape than a structural scheme

of bays where spanning in the direc-

tion of the bay is more difficult

than it is in the opposite direction

(difficult because involving a more

varied panoply of structural elements)

and where consequently a rectangle is

more likely to develop. (Fig. 17)

The joint in this respect, pro-

vides the information we needed. One

would normally expect the dimensions

(or section) of the beams on top of

a post to tell us something about the

relative dimensions of the orthogonal

space that they bound. Evidently,

the smaller the element the smaller

the span. Thus, a joint with two

different beam dimensions is possibly

a joint at the corner of a rectangle,

and it also tells us which side is

wider. (This is not only true because

of the span, but also because the
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floor joists span in the smallest

direction and transmit loads on the

longer beam. Even if there is an

intermediate beam in the center of

the longest span (like the summer

beams, in timber framed buildings) on

which transverse joists sit, half the

load of the floor is transmitted to

the longer beam. Similarly, a column

section in R.C. gives us the same

type of information on the shape of

space. The point here is that there

are preferential geometric entitiesre-

lated to structural schemes (and a

structural engineer would be able to ex-

plain this more fully). This is not to

say that it should be "that way or

this way" in some kind of an ideal

architecture. What is meant is that

there are normative relations, equili-

brium points, ideal structural situa-

tions, optimum use of material that

make sense intuitively. As far as

basic geometry is concerned, this has

to do with either compactness of space

(a) (square) or unidirectional dilata-

tion (b) or directional shape of space

(rectangle). This is the extent of

the basic geometry's variation within

our orthogonal architecture. The

other relations are relations of nega-

tion of any geometric entity (c).

Similarly as with structural prin-

ciple, we should say also a word about

the role of scale as a differentiating
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element in the relation between

structural scheme and geometric en-

tity. It seems obvious that a given

geometric entity at different scales

suggests different structural schemes.

If we go from the mongol's tent to

Fuller's geodesic domeswe go in

(c) fact through a succession of optimum

20 structural schemes as related to

scale. A rule commonly adopted and

abused is that what can do the most,

does the least; in effect, that geo-

desic dome can be the scale of a tent.

There is a body of rules to be dis-

covered that are generators of inci-

dentaZ relations.

In short, there are optimum

levels of efficiency of structures

that can be recognizable even in very

sophisticated systems; there is an

optimum level of equilibrium of

spacing of structural elements, of

size of sections, etc. that are the

engineer's domain. The architect's

approach to this domain should not

be one of trying to learn bits and

pieces of it, but understand how it

relates to architectural space; how

much space for how much material;

what shape space for what shape mater-

ial; what location of space for what

location of material. This is simple

truth, but it also becomes basic

knowledge.
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4.1.2 ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS

Spatial organization is the pro-

cess by which the geometric entity is

added to (both conceptually and tem-

porally). It concerns the radiance

of the characteristics of the geo-

metric entity.

Whereas in the area of geometric

relations, we were interested with

compactness and unidirectionality of

space, (which are characteristics

that have to do with shape), with

organizational relations we are in-

terested with characteristics that

structure the potential of space to

expand.

These are characteristics of

bounding of space. They pertain to

the shape of these boundaries:

The basic analytical principle

is that expansion as a linear process

goes from one point to another.

That a point, structurally, is a

bearing element sitting on the floor,

supporting load. That a line is a

multitude of points (a).

That the shape of the point de-

termines the direction of its ex-

pansion (b).

This would help determine problems

pertaining to: direction in which

geometric entity evolve; and patterns

of evolution of the geometric entity.

It appears that a major distinc-

tion imposes itself here: There are
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load - bearing elements that are

points (vertical and linear) and ele-

ments that are lines. This is the

distinction between posts and walls

systems, with intermediate solutions

in between (stud walls, etc...). We

will avoid complicating the problem

in terms of shape of the elements by

considering all the elements to be

orthogonal.

If we start at structural element

itself, we will soon discover that

it has a relative effect on whether

we will be dealing with a system of

points or a system of lines. But

this effectis weak. In this sense,

a large section of wood can be used

both as a post and as a wall log.

Similarly, a brick can be invariably

part of a wall and part of a post.

Curiously enough, in modern times,

industrial building components are

very limitative in terms of spatial

organization; but their limitation

has scale. Their limitative proper-

ties have to do more with rules than

with elementary principles. They

impose obligatory relations that are

incidental in nature. Imposition of

incidental relations is a common

feature in the building industry to-

day.

But it is basically through its

radiance to lower levels of abstrac-

tion that structural material relates

to organization of space.
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Structural principle is the first

direct manifestation of relation of

physical element's configuration to

spatial organization. It is massive

or open. The more open it is, the

more limited the shape of the expan-

sions is. The more massive it is,

the more freedom of organization

there is (a).

If we step now to the structural

scheme's level, the full extent of

the importance of the shape of the

bearing element reveals itself. In

fact, there are direct implication

as to the volume of the extensions

(volume seen here as quantity).

If we take as an example an or-

thogonal geometric entity: it has,

according to the principles on page 56

potential for evolving in four direc-

tions as in (b), independently of

the size of the extension. A first

imaginable extension is to add a

space as in (c 1). For the next step,

one would have to skip (c2) or not,

depending on other factors that we

cannot discuss here, (climate, cul-

ture, etc...). In our nothern west-

ern societies, (c2) will be skipped

and (c 3) would be the only imaginable

stepbeyond (c 1 ).

In short, a system of load-

bearing elements that are points

establishes a grid upon which evolu-

tion occurs. Evolution preferentially

2Z C3
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occurs on the axis of the grid, and

the final shape is preferentially

compact (b). A solution as in (a)

is incidental.

Similarly, an orthogonal system

of Zoad-bearing elements that are

lines evolves preferentially within

certain patterns:

Evolution in the direction of

the linearity occurs on the same grid.

Evolution in the other direction

varies from a maximum defined by

the basic entity to a minimum cor-

responding to the smaller side of

the extension.

There is an extreme case also

that combines characteristics of

systems of points and systems of lines:

It is the peripheral system where

space is bound on four sides (in

orthogonal architecture) by contin-

uous linear elements. Space here

becomes pure space, Zimited only by

the maximal span of the roof ele-

ments above. Direction and position

of extensions have no importance here.

Extension may occur anywhere; com-

pactness only is important. Structure

here is boundary of free space:

space form comes first; limit of space

determines location of structural

elements. But there still exist re-

lations of a preferential nature

with these peripheral systems.

These are relations that have to do

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
23
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with spatial elements: in a general

sense, peripheral systems have been

systems of specific material elements

like stone, logs, brick, and more

recently, wooden studs. Positional

principles of the spatial elements

in relationship to structural elements

have to do with the modular and di-

mensional character of the latter (a)

But what is important here is that

in turn, the position of these spa-

tial elements influences the organiza-

tion of spaces.

In fact, it is as if there always

was a relation. The field of the

relation varies from the most basic

of spatial scales (geometry) to the

most general (volume). But when

none of the three scales is affected,

the positional scale, the most con-

crete of scales, helps to define a

certain relation. It can't be pure

chaos.

4.1.3 VOLUMETRIC RELATIONS

The volumetric scale of spatial

order has to do with the upward ex-

tension of the planar spatial organ-

ization. Once again extension here

is taken in the conceptual acceptance

of the word. But it could eventually

be also understood as having to do

with extension in time.

The volumetric order is the most

confusing of orders, because the gen-

eral public assimilates it to the
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essence of architecture. This is

so true that architecture as a "monu-

mental" and modern discipline has

been organized altogether around this

idea. We are the architectural gen-

eration of appearance and facade.

The idea of an architecture of appear-

ance has ramifications that extend

inside the volume. We are the decor-

ators of the shelter. Similarly to

modern architectures that start at

plan, there are also architectures

that start at volume.

Rediscovering and understanding

necessary or preferential relations

between the volumetric order and

physical elements would help us come

closer to arriving at an architectur-

al essentiality so difficult to

grasp.

If any physical constraint is a

generator of volume, structural prin-

ciple is. Structural principle plays

the same role in regard to volume,

as geometric entity plays in regard

to spatial organization. What is of

interest here, is that structural

principles that are at the same time

structural schemes have a potential

for defining volumes that are not

uniform within one single building(a),

whereas structural principles that

can be represented in two-dimensions

have potential for generating uniform

(b) volumes(b). This is the case, because
25
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the one works by adjunction of spaces

that can have different scales, the

other works by adjunction of similar

two-dimensional space-enclosures.

The orthogonal nature of the

volumes we live in,and the facades

we see is not simply the result of

the architect's fancy. Gravity dic-

tates the vertical position of load-

bearing members. Walls that are

enclosures of lived-in volumes, walls

that mean limit of territory is the

first and elemental representation of

an obligatory relation between volume

and material. No cultural reality or

constraint will change this. (And it

might well be that cultures express

their differences volumetrically with

the shape of their roofs only.) In

any case the basic geometry of the

volume of the house is the expression

of a physical principle beyond our

will: walls are vertical, floors are

horizontal, cantilevers, jetties ex-

tend from the floor elements, and

beyond a certain distance, need a

vertical element to support them.

Similarly, recesses in walls, if load-

bearing, follow the configuration of

load-bearing elements in the floor

below. Linear elements allow for

more freedom, elements that are points

limit the location of the recess,

etc...
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4.1.4 POSITIONAL RELATIONS

We have already seen (p. 60) how

positional relations concerning spa-

tial elements are the most superfi-

ciaZ but the most stubborn of rela-

tions between Space and Material.

They are always present but they

usually have little to do with rela-

tions of different orders, like the

geometric and the organizational.

Yet they become stronger as those

weaken. Their geometric and organi-

zational potential strengthens in

opposite proportions to the geometric

and organizational relation intensity.

Spatial elements then become

elements of the same nature as the

physical. But they also interrelate

with the physical elements. These

interrelations are what we have

called the positional relations.

By interrelating with physical

elements they bring in scale; and

they define spatial grids around

which space organizes itself. Thus

their geometric and organizational

potential.

The study of these positional re-

Zations is the study of the shape and

location of spatial elements as re-

Zated to material.

There are also positional rela-

tions between physical elements (that

are not load-bearing) and the shape

of space. (We are particularly
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interested with those relations con-

cerning elements that constitute lim-

its within which variability occurs.)

These are usually relations where

load-bearing element's location deter-

mine the dimension of space. This

is an example: In (a) and (c) the dis-

tance between studs is non-arbitrary

and related to a structural reason

or an infill material characteristic.

The relation is obligatory. In (b)

space comes first; spacing follows.

Relation is incidental.

4.2 DEFINITIONAL RELATIONS

In trying to define grounds for

the analysis of the physical rela-

tions between space and material, the

intent was not the construction of a

set of rules of good or preferred

design as the word "preferential"

might suggest. The intent, rather,

was the categorization of principles

by which space and material tend to

organize themselves in the simplest

and most natural way. This was to

serve as a basis for reference.

These are prototypes of relations and

any other relation can be defined

in reference to them.

But in the same manner as config-

uration of physical elements causally

interrelate with spatial arrangement,

the two have also relations of defini-

tion that are worth looking into.

It is common truth that space can be
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defined by the elements that consti-

tute its boundaries. I will try in

the following pages to qualify

these relations in terms of inten-

sity, obviousness, regularity and

exclusiveness.

4.2.1 MINIMALITY-MAXIMALITY

Intensity of the relation has to

do with the amount of structural mat-

erial used to define the space.

Definition of space refers also

to the three scales of spatial order.

The geometric, the organizational

and the volumetric. In terms of

definition of space by physical

elements, the geometric, the organi-

zational and the volumetric orders

are of conceptual value mostly, and

do not refer to the experience one

has of architecture. In this sense,

although the groundsill location in

this early New England house already

defines the geometry of the plan (a)

it is nothing that can be experienced

practically, and certainly not by

the dweller of the house. The same

is also true with the location of the

eight posts of the house (c).

Although they define room limits,

they are nothing that can be experi-

enced except if they incidentally

were apparent on the facade. But

they still are sufficient to concep-

tually define the organization of the

house. Similarly, the representation
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of one vertical frame of the house,

coupled with the limits of the plan
(a) (b) is sufficient to define the volu-

metric organization of the building.

But still, it does not correspond

with the experience one gets of a

three-dimensional volume. It is also

a conceptual tool; and finally a

representation of seven types of

joints in the framing of the house

defines completely the space that

the structure encloses, but once more

with no direct experience of the

building.(d)

This brings in the distinction

between conceptual definition and

experiential definition.

Experiential definition has bas-

ically to do with the visibility of

the relation of definition and will

be studied separately. The reason why

conceptual definition seems important

for our purpose is that it explains

ways in which the building is imagined

27 before it is built.

The reason why experiential de-

finition seems important is that we

will be dealing with the concept of

convention and we will try to evaluate

the potential for convention, of

physical and definitional (conceptual

and experiential) relations. Experi-

ential definition in this respect is

the way people understand the relations

between Space and Material.
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4.2.2 CLARITY-AMBIGUITY

Obviousness of the relation has

to do with space defining role of

structural elements. The relation

is ambiguous in the case of differen-

tial space defining roles for similar

structural elements (or structural

principles). In (a) for instance it

could be argued that the summer beam

although of a similar section as the

other beams on the same floor has no

space defining role whereas the
28 others have. But it could also be

argued that this should be dealt

with in terms of structural principle,

in which case the summer beam be-

comes a unique element with no ver-

tical load-bearing members to support

it like the other beams, which

would justify its neutrality in terms

of space definition.

4.2.3 GENERIC-FRAGMENTED

The generic character of defini-

tion of space by material has to do

with repetitivity of structural prin-

ciple throughout the plan. Fragmented

character has to do with differential

structural principles throughout the

plan.

In this sense spaces can be cate-

gorized in terms of their generic or

fragmented nature:

A "specialized space" would be

defined by a repetition of one single

structural principle. (a)
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A "transition space" would be de-

fined by more than one single struc-

tural principle, each of which re-

(a) peats itself in the adjacent space.

(b)

A "complex space" would be de-

fined by more than one structural

principle with no relation to struc-

(b) tural principles used in adjacent

spaces. (c)

A "dead-end space" would be de-

fined by more than one structural

(C) principle with a relation to contig-

uous space at one end and no rela-

tion at the other end. (d)

Ai The Zevel of fragmentation of the
definition is a direct function of

(d) characteristics related to struc-

tural principle. There are highly

29 generic structural principles and

others that have a high fragmentation

potential. This refers basically to

the nature of the joints, and sizes

of elements and consequently: poten-

tial of a given structural principle

to attach to other structural prin-

ciples, both vertically and horizon-

tally.

4.2.4 PURITY-IMPURITY

Purity of the relation has to do

with the necessary Zocation of the

space bounding elements, which in

turn, has to do with structural func-

tion. This involves an inquiry on

the location of structural elements
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in relation to boundary, and on the

ratio of structural material in re-

lation to secondary infill material.

0 It could be argued that the purity

of the definition is in direct oppo-

sition to its minimality.

The purest relation happens

when structural elements bound space

completely. (d) The more openings

between the load-bearing elements the

less pure the definition is. (b and

c)

When space boundaries are com-

pletely distinct from structural

elements (a) relation is impure.

Space is arbitrary.

It is obvious that purity of the

relation is indirectly a function of

the characteristic of structural

material. There are materials with

more or less potential for a pure

definition. Common characteristics

of these material as related to

purity of the definitional relation

could be studied and categorized.

5. VISIBILITY OF THE RELATIONS

Visibility of the relations be-

tween Space and Material has to do

with the way they appear to ordinary

people.

I should start by making it clear

once more that the objective is not

to show or to state that expression

of the structure in the facade means

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

30
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that there is a good relation between

Space and Material and that therefore

this is a good architecture. Exter-

ior expression of the structure

is not necessarily a sign of tight

relations between space and structure.

In fact, it can also be the sign of

an incidental relation. But this

does not exclude the fact that a

good relationship space material

could eventually be apparent and

visible physically. But this physi-

cal, material visibility is not a

necessary condition of strong rela-

tion.

This brings us to a distinction

between two types of readability of

the relations between space and

material. The first physical, en-

tailing a direct palpable experience

that can be described in concrete

terms. The second, more hidden,

having possibly to do with associa-

tions of ideas, and an intuitive

process of self-explanation.

This should be more fully studied

because it relates very directly to

the issue of convention.



transition
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In our striving for an understanding of aspects

particular to the discipline of architecture, we have tried

to get a grasp on the relationships that prevail between

space and material. We have considered these relations as

a definable and analyzable set of physical constraints in

dialogue with other factors entering into account during

the conception process. We have tried to define and illu-

strate ground rules for this determination and analysis.

We shall now look into another aspect particular to

architecture, but this time, related to architecture as we

experience it daily. This second essay is on Regularity

in the built environment. It is an inquiry on the mode of

prevalence of this regularity. It ultimately propsects means

of recognizing and categorizing this regularity.
*

It is based on the assumption, prbposed by N.J. Habraken,

that regularity in the built environment is not necessarily

a directly observable phenomenon; that it is through the

observation of a certain number of variants that one discovers

a common set of characteristics shared by these variants;

that predominance of these characteristics within a certain

number of variants determines regularity, that comparison of

similarities is the key to defining regularity.

Various conceptual tools have been used to account

for regularity in the built environment. The concept of

"type" has prevailed since the 18th century and its exact

meaning has fluctuated inceasingly. An epilogue at the end

of this work has been devoted to a review of the most
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important of the typological theories in light of the assump-

tions and hypothesis discussed in these four essays.

Similarly, the concept of "thematic system" introduced by
* **

N.J. Habraken, will be discussed fully in the third essay.

But for the time of the present essay, let us consider

the "type" as the representation, at the scale of an indivi-

dual buildingof a set of general rules and principles com-

manding architectural conceptions. Let us consider this

representation as the normative reference upon which the con-

ception of other buildings is based. We will call this the

"typological system". Along with the "thematic-- system"

theory vocabulary we will call, in this essay, "structure"

the hidden or invisible part of the typological system rep-

resenting all rules and principles common to various build-

ings; and "variants" the observable part of the typological

system.

The first part of this essay expands on the idea that

architecture could be looked at in terms of "structure" and

"variants". It tries to idolate conceptual categories for

the understanding and analysis of the relation between "struc-

ture" and "variants". It tries to determine a hierarchy

within the rules and principles constituting the "structure".

It tries to qualify the relations between the structure and

the variants. It proposes that the fine-line between var-

iants and structure is not a constant from "type" to "type"

and that it varies according to certain definable patterns;

that its determination is crucial for the definition of the

type.
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The second part deals with a common difficulty in the

analysis of "typological architectural systems": the con-

fusion between stability of the type, or permanence of a

base structure in space and time, and rigidity of the type

or potential of a base structure to impede variation.

The third part tries to define major classes of regu-

laritiesas observable in the built environment.
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1. THE TYPOLOGICAL SYSTEM

Similarity is the key to the
*

type

Similarity indicating a common

structure is the similarity of typol-

ogical systems. Common structure

can refer to one or a multitude of

elements or sets of elements. These

elements and sets of elements organ-

ize themselves into a certain number

of physical orders: we are inter-

ested in determining physical orders

that are potential constituent of

structure

Common structure refers to a

collections of rules and principle

of the disposition of physical ele-

ments. These rules and principles

constitute themselves into a norma-

tive reference to which all variants

relate: we are interested in categor-

izing these norms or primary solu-

tions.

Elements of the physical orders

are the objects of the norm. They

conform to the structure, but they

vary as much as the structure allows.

But beyond a certain level of varia-

tion, they have overstepped the norm.

They represent another rule and prin-

ciple. But each element of the

physical order has a different po-

tential for variation: we are inter-

ested in discovering and defining the

nature of these possible variations.
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There are manners in which ele-

ments follow the rules and principles

in the norm. They relate to it in

ways that suit their characteristics

and inclinations: we are interested

in qualifying the various possible

relationsbetween the elements and

the norm. Having done this, we would

have defined the field within which

regularity takes place.

But quality of regularity depends

on strength of structure. Strength

of structure depends on its predomi-

nance within the deeper levels of

physical order: we are interested

in determining patterns of location

of structure within the physical

orders.

1.1 THE FIELD OF REGULARITY

Regular environments are some-

times difficult to recognize and

analyze. Discovering a common struc-

ture is sometimes a process of ela-

borate analysis and research. It

would be unappropriate for our basic

inquiry to start with an ambiguous

example. I thought we should rather

start at the simplest and most ob-

vious of examples. I selected an

example of a building type modest in

size, simple in shape, basic in terms

of organization and where common

structure is extremely easily recog-
*

nizable: the stave lofts of Norway.
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The series of pictures in Fig.30

and the schematic views of three of

these lofts is highly evocative of

the subjects to be discussed and will

be used as a basis for our inuqiry.

Strangely enough, and to the

point of what this work is all about,

these buildings speak by themselves;

and it is what speaks by itself that

can be talked about most. This is

probably what an architecture of

convention is supposed to be: a

building that speaks by itself -- and

that you want to talk about. A

building of dialogue, with a language

all ready.

1.1.1 PHYSICAL ORDERS

We can start by differenciating

between two large sections within

the physical order:

The first, spatial, the various

scales of which, the geometric, the

organizational and the volumetric

have been discussed in some detail

in the first essay.

The second, material, that we

will discuss here: the material as-

pect of physical order will be cate-

gorized in terms of function that

material elements perform in the

building.

Elements that contribute to the

stability, resistance rigidity and

stiffness of the building are ele-

ments of the structural order.
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These are load-bearing vertical mem-

bers and spanning horizontal elements

(that we have discussed in another

context in the first essay). In our

example these are the log elements

constituting the core of the build-

ing, the projecting floor beams and

the floor joists at the second floor

level; the roof rafters and purlins

and the posts around the gallery.

Elements that do not contribute

to the structural stability of the

whole but that are here to bound

rooms and spaces, to indicate limits,

are elements of the enclosing order.

These are elements of modest sections

and thickness and with no required

load resistant characteristics.

These are the stave elements of our

example, surrounding the gallery and

located between the wooden posts that

contribute to the support of the roof;

the binch-bark and turf of the roof;

the wooden planks that cover the floor

joists; also part of the enclosing

order are the elements that we have

called spatial elements in the pre-

vious essay. Openings that inter-

connect built spaces, or that connect

built spaces with the exterior space.

These are the small windows and the

doors in our example.

Elements that perform neither of

the two tasks described above and

that are added to structural or en-

closing elements for one reason or



another are elements of the envelop-

ing order. They seem to be almost

inexistant in our example and I think

in almost any ancient architecture.

As for the orders that are poten-

tial constituents of the structure

in a typological system, the three

orders are obviously likely to be

subjected to normative rules and

principles. But the rules governing

the one would affect and limit the

rules governing the other, etc...

This aspect of structure will be

studied more deeply 4n the third

essay.

1.1.2 NORMS

The set of rules and principles

that govern the design and conception

of a building constitute the struc-

ture of the typological system of

which this building is a variant.

We shall try to inquire now on the

nature of these norms and the elements

to which they relate.

Configurations of elements and

arrangements of spaces both can be

described in terms of elements and
*

relations between those elements.

The rules and principles govern-

ing these relations refer to "selec-

tion" and "distribution" of those

elements.

We shall proceed methodically

through each of the physical orders

and try to isolate different kinds of
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norms of selection and distribution
*

of elements within each configuration.

Starting at the structural con-

figurations within the material order:

Selection of elements here has

to do with:

* SIZE of elements as related to

span, load and required stiffness

and resistance. Thus, it refers to

minimal dimensions needed. In that

particular instance it is the mini-

mal and not the maximal that sets

the limit to the norm. In our example,

this would refer to minimal sections

of posts, wooden logs, roof rafters

and purlines, floor joists, etc...

* SHAPE of elements as related to

visibility of the structural elements,

and to the eventual mode of attach-

ment of enclosing or enveloping ele-

ments to them. Whenvisibility and

attachment requirements disappear,

shape becomes of minor importance.

In our example, the shape of the

posts at each of the four corners of

the gallery is different from the

posts at the center of the facade.

* NATURE OF THE MATERIAL used as

related to the correspondance with

structural scheme implied by the

spatial arrangement. In our example

wooden logs are used in the central

core of the building and wooden posts

at each of the corners of the gal-

lery.
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Dzstribution of elements has to

do with:

* the position of the elements in

relation to elements of the same order

(structural). In fact this defines

the structural scheme: every element

is connected to other elements of the

same order at two points at least.

Rules and principles of position

of structural elements as related to

each other is the prevailing kind of

norm here. In our example, logs sit

on a stone base, and on each other

until the second floor. Floor joists

sit on the logs, gallery posts sit on

cantilevered joists, etc...

9 position of elements in relation-

ship to enclosing elements: it re-

lates to the bounding of enclosing

planes by structural elements. In

our example, every plane of enclosure

is limited at its four edges by struc-

tural elements.

* position of elements in relation-

ship to enveloping elements: it is

rare that location of elements of

the structure be decided upon this

way, but nothing prevents this from

happening. In which case, it relates

to the attachment of enveloping ele-

ments to structural members. In our

case this does not really apply be-

cause structural elements are at the

same time the elements on which the

exterior decor is placed.
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e position of elements as related

to space organization: This has to

do with the space-defining role of

each structural member. In our

example, each structural member has

a space defining role; moreover,

each defined space is completely

defined by structural elements.

It is obvious that these various

categories of norms do not operate

concurrently. They each vary in in-

tensity depending on t1je category

of typological system within which

they operate.

It is to be noted, before we

move on to the next material order,

that as far as structural configura-

tions are concerned, the categories

of norms that apply most, are the ones

that have to do with rules and prin-

ciples of necessity: size of ele-

ments, nature of the material, and

position of structural members in

relationship to each others.

We can inquire now on the nature

of the norms that operate within

enclosing material configurations:

Selection here has to do with:

e SIZE as related to resistance to

modest outside forces and to overall

volumes defined by the structural

scheme. Strength required to oppose

resistance defines the minimality of

the norm. Volumes determined by

structural scheme defines maximality.
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* SHAPE only when enclosing mater-

ial is also enveloping material,

and in the event that it has to pro-

vide attachment to such a material.

This is not the case in our example.

e NATURE of the enclosing material

as related to resistance and stiff-

ness.

Distribution has to do with:

* position of elements in relation

ship to structural elements: this

also has to do with the space de-

fining role of structural configura-

tions.. Inourexample, as mentioned

earlier, all spaces are defined by

the position of structural members,

and the enclosing elements are al-

ways attached to structural members

at each end.

* position of enclosing elements

in relationship to spatial elements

(what we have defined as being con-

nections between spaces). This re-

lates to openings in the enclosure.

Our example shows a certain consis-

tency of occurance of openings of a

certain kind from one building to

another.

* position of enclosing elements

in relationship to space organization

in as far as space organization is

independant from structural scheme.

In as much as norms concerning

structural configurations have to do

with rules and principles of necessity,



norms concerning enclosing configura-

tions have to do with rules of reason.

We will move on now to the envel-

oping material configurations:

In terms of selection of elements:

0 SHAPE here is the major factor

concerned. It is limited only by

the possibility of attachment to en-

closing or structural material.

o SIZE as it relates to the overall

organization of the facade.

* NATURE of the MATERIAL as it re-

lates to attachment technique to

structural or enclosing material.

In terms of distribution:

o position in relationship to the

other elements of the same order is

the major concern.

e position in relationship to the

overall organization of the facade,

independently from what order of

physical material it is constituted

of:

e position in relationship to

structural and enclosing element as

related to attachment technique.

It can be said that norms con-

cerning enveloping configurations

have to do with rules of art.

This brings us now to the spatial

order with its geometric, organiza-

tional and volumetric scales; and we

will look at it in terms of norms:

As far as Geometric entity is con-

cerned, selection has to do with the
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direction or relative orientation

of the limits or boundaries of the

geometric entity (a). This relates

to the nature of the grid on which

the entity organizes itself. In our

example, and in almost any example in

our western world architecture, the

grid is orthogonal.

Distribution has to do with the

dimensioning of the Zimits (b), the

actual process by which part of the

grid takes shape. In our example

all the lines of the grid are equal.

The geometric entity is the square.

In terms of the Spatial Organiza-

tion: selection has to do with spaces

needed. In the real practice of ar-

chitecture this is what is called

the program, and that most of the

time today dictates everything, from

the shape of the building to the

construction techniques used.

Distribution, in turn, has to do

with:

& position of spaces as reZated to

one another.

e position of spaces as related to

the exterior space.

* position of spaces as related to

the massive volumes in the building

(fireplace, stairs, etc.)

* position of spaces as related to

structural elements.

(a)

(b)

33
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1.1.3 VARIATIONS

We have now an overview of the

framework within which the norms of

the typological systems evolve.

We know that the form of config-

uration of elements varies. But it

varies within rules and principles

implied in the norms. Overstepping

the norm is breaking the unity of

the typological system.

Norms do not all have the same

potential in terms of variation.
Some norms are very rigid, the

other, are more flexible. The nature
of the norm determines the nature of
the relation to the physical elements.

This will be studied in the next

pages.

But observation of typological

systems allows us to define the

limits within which variation is

aZZowed to occur. These limits are

particular to each physical order,

and have to do with rules of constant

relations among their respective ele-

ments:

In terms of structural element

configurations, variations are pos-

sible as long as a clearly defined

relation between the material used and

the structural scheme is maintained

as constant.

In terms of enclosure elements

configuration, variations are possible

as long as a clearly defined relation
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between the spatial organization and

the structural scheme is maintained

as constant.

In terms of enveloping elements

configuration variations are possible

as long as clearly defined relations
between the position of these ele-

ments and, the position of elements of

the other orders is maintained as

constant.

These are the three basic rules

defining the structure of the typo-

logical system.

They imply certaini relations be-

tween the elements and the norms.

1.1.4 RELATIONS

--- ! |As far as structural elements

configuration are concerned, main-

taining a constant relation between

34 material used and structural scheme
Variation in the enveloping
order, Stave Loft Doors. means that:

* dimensional variations can occur

beyond the minimum needed by the

structural scheme

* variation on the nature of the

material can occur as long as this

material corresponds with the struc-

tural scheme (as long as the physical

characteristics of material meet the

structural scheme's requirements with-

out naturally modifying it).

* positional variations can occur

as long as the relations between the

elements of the structural scheme

are maintained. Particularly, the
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scale can change.

In terms of enclosing material

configurations: maintaining a

relation between spatial organiza-

tion and structural scheme means that

o dimensional variations can occur

within the limits set by the spatial

organization.

o variation on the nature of the

material can occur as long as spaces

are enclosed in conformance with

the spatial organization limits.

o positional variations follow the

variations in the positions of spaces.

Change in scale is possible if spaces

change in scale.

In terms of enveloping material

configurations, maintaining a con-

stant relation between the position

of these elements and elements of the

other orders means that:

o dimensional variations can occur

if the elements of other configura-

tions also change in scale.

o variation on the nature of the

material can occur as long as the re-

lation to other elements is maintained

o positional variation cannot occur

outside the limits determined by

the relation to the other elements.

1.2 THE CONFINES OF STRUCTURE

We have a farily precise idea

now about the constituents of the

typological system and we have defined
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The stage of evolution of
typological systems defines a
certain level of analysis:
Venice and the exteriorization
of the structure.
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tools for describing typological

systems in terms of physical orders

and norms of selection and distribu-

tion of elements of each order. We

also have an idea on the extent of

the variation on the norms with a

given typological system.

But typological systems are more

or less precise and complete. The

framework for analysis given above

applies to a detached house, which

is the most easily describable and

definable architectural object.

Simply because it is complete in it-

self and because its design is

usually independant from complex con-

textual constraints.

But we are interested in typo-

logical systems that appear to us as

such. There are various ways a

building "appears to us" and this

particular problem of the visibility

and readability of typological sys-

tem will be dealt with in the next

essays.

But we can now start defining the

forms under which typological systems

come into being and the way they

evolve.

Analysis of different typological

systems in various contexts and of

various scales show that their de-

finition is not a standard operation

applicable to all:

Analysis of Venice's typological
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systems by Rebecchini shows that

the scale of the system implies a

certain kind of analysis. Norms

governing the emergence of types of

-7 7 the dwelling scale are different in

nature from norm governing typolo-

i gical system of a monumental scale.

~- 1 (Fig. 37)

Analysis of Venice's typological
**

system by Muratori has shown that

the formative process of urban types

is dependent of the urban morphology

and that their evolution has trans-

formed certain of their aspects be-

yond recognition, and that in most

cases the exterior aspect of the types

is the only recognizable and typo-

logically analyzable part of it.

36
Relations between the formation
of the type and the urban
morphology: Via Natta and Via . xv,
Raimondi in Como.
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The basic geometric repertoire
as generator of the rural
typological systems. Glassie
and the scale of shapes in Analysis of detached house, typo-
Middle Virginia houses.

*
logical systems by Glassie and

**
Marshall have stressed the simple

geometric repertoirs at the basis of

the design process and the reference

of any part of the house to a geo-

metric entity and show basic differ-

ences between rural and urban 'typo-

logical systems. (Fig. 38)

Several analysis would also sug-

gest that there are basic differences

between typological systems of the

past, and so-called typological sys-

tems of today's architecture. I think

we should refuse this distinction

because, as JI will explain it in the

next essay, there is something in

today's western architecture that pre-

vents us from calling it typological.

These differences between various

typological systems are differences

in the structure of the systems. But

they are more than differences on

the same category of norms- Each

system has its own specific categories

and hierarchy of norms.

I YS 11 Y2 11 Yi I I



It is not the object of this work

to research these categories and

heirarchy as applicable to each typo-

logical system (urban, rural, monu-

mental, etc...), but basic ground

rule can be guessed at: Thus,

it seems as if the more monumen-

tal the system, the more basic the

norms, and the more extensive the

variation; but at the same time, the

more complete the set of norms, rang-

ing from the structural to the envel-

oping in the material order, and from

the geometric to the volumetric in

the spatial order.

The set of norms appears also to

be very complete in detached houses

typological systems, but the norm is

more precise and the variation more

limited.

Urban typological systems seem

to be characterized by a great em-

phasis on the enveloping order. The

enclosing order seems to come next

and the structural in the last place.

Norms affecting the spatial order

seem to be emphasizing on the volume,

then the spatial organization and

finally the geometry.

2. PERMANENCE OF STRUCTURE

One inherent characteristic of a

typological system is its permanence

within a certain time or space.
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It is the structure of the system

that determines its permanence.

Characteristics of the structure con-

tain (or not) the seeds of permanence.

Two major characteristics of the

structure we will consider here, both

because of their potential for regu-

larity, but also because they might

be confused with potential for perma-

nence:

e generality of the structure.

* preciseness of the structure.

The one leads to stability.

The other to rigidity.

2.1 STABILITY

A structure has potential for

stability when it deals with specific

problems in a general manner.

But we call the problems specific

only in the sense that their Zimits

are clear enough. The more basic the

problem, the greater the potential

for stability. Basic problems are

problems that overstep time and space;

that are not fabricated problems;

that are not arbitrary intellectual

constructs.

What we mean with "general manner"

to deal with these problems is the

choice of simple, basic solutions to

solve these problems. Choice of the

normal way of doing, a way that re-

spects the characteristics of the

material we use, and respects the

user of architecture, in this sense



that it does not impose upon him a

way of seeing the problem, and judg-

ing of the solution.

But potential for stability im-

plies also a complete set of norms,

without break in the system, and with

strong interrelations between the

norms, interrelations that make the

norms unavoidable, necessary, accept-

able.

And potential for stability is

finally allowing broad limits for

variation without affecting the struc-

ture.

2.2 RIGIDITY

Rigidity impedes and finally pre-

vents stability. It is a direct

result of the preciseness of the

structure:

Structure has potential for

rigidity when it deals with problems

in a specific manner.

Obviously, complex problems have

an inherent potential for rigidity,

but if the problem is simple and basic,

and the solution complex and specific,

the potential for rigidity is still

very strong.

Furthermore, complex solutions

are usually solutions that are some-

how arbitrary in this sense that they

have a tendancy to impose upon mater-

ial or upon the user.

A complete set of norms is also
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Of repetitive environments:
Strict norms for the
enveloping order imposed by
the Paris authorities for the
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a prerequisite for a rigid typologi-

cal system, but it is a set of norms

with arbitrary, complex interrelations

between its elements. Thus, the limits

for variation are very tight.

3. REGULARITIES

It becomes possible now to account

for the different kinds of regulari-

ties that can be observed in the

built environment.

We will recognize three kinds of

regular environments:

The repetitive, the composite

and the typological.

3.1 REPETITIVE ENVIRONMENTS

Rue de Rivoli in Paris, and most

industrial cities streets are repeti-

tive environments. Repetitive envi-

ronments are environments where

whole or a substantial part of the

system's structure is imposed to sev-

eral buildings. Imposed structure is

simply a structure that has no social,

conventionalor natural reason for being.

It is a superficial structure. The

more extensive the imposition, the

more repetitive the environment.

Repetitive environments are en-

vironments that are particular to one

place and to one time. They stand

nowhere in an account on continuity

of architectural thought: They are

foreign to the history of normal

architecture. They represent no
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justifiable improvement on past ar-

chitecturaltraditions.

They are environments of the ar-

bitrary. Decision is usually taken

by a high authority level. They are

architectures without social agree-

ment. They are impositions upon the

environment, the user, the builder

and society. They are architectures

of economy, rapidity, etc...

Environments with no room for

choice or variation.

3.2 COMPOSITE ENVIRONMENTS

Most modern streets are composite

environments. These are architec-

tures made of industrial components,

assembled in innumerable ways and

fitting any geometry.

They might display similarities

in their exterior aspect but in no

case a common structure is the rea-

son for this similarity. Each build-

ing has its own structure. Incredible

waste of architectural energy.

They are not particular to any

place because they've travelled the

world but they are particular to our

times. They are socially justified

in no place and no time.

They are arbitrary architectures.

These are not architectures of socie-

tal agreement.

There is an appearance of choice

and variation, but no structure, no

necessity, no convention to support
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it. The choice,

random.

in fact,

Two kinds of regularities
within the boundaries of a
town: repetitive environment
in the central artery (the
"Grande Rue"); typological
environments at the periphery.

3.3 TOPOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTS

Most spontaneous architectures

are typological architectures.

The cadastral plan in Fig.40

shows the city of Richelieu founded

in the mid-17th century by the

Cardinal de Richelieu in the Poitou

(France).

Richelieu died three years after

the construction of his city was

started. Only the central artery was

built then, and is obviously of very

repetitive nature.

EI I

is at

77L W7
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But at the time of the construc-

tion, the construction workers had

to build houses for themselves and

the back streets started to emerge.

The built environment here is of a

very typological nature.

Typological environments are

characterized by a strong stable com-

mon structure. Differences on the

outside are only variations on a

common rule or principle.

They are environments particular

to one place and time by the charac-

teristics of their variants, but re-

fer to basic problems and to basic

solutions by their conformance to

the structure.

They are non-arbitrary architec-

tures. The level of individual de-

cision is high. They are of interest

for the study of the evolution of

architectural thought.

There is room for variation and

a background to support the variants.

They contain social agreement. They

need no justification. They are

natural architectures with no archi-

tects and artists.

41
Imposed structure with potential 1E
for variation: overlapping of K g DJ3 a M,11 mu a 1 2 M .

the repetitive and the typological. K B
Here, Bologna's Via Mirasole. xg4
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transition
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The following essay, the third in order, puts the two

previous ones in perspective to one another.

Where the first and second essays dealt respectively

with the specificity of architecture and with the character-

istics of the typological regularity in the built environment,

this third essay deals with the specifically architectureal

nature of the typological regularity: It proposes that rela-

tions between Space and Material constitute the deeper layer

of foundation of the type.

In contradistinction with the two previous essays, which

were basically analytical in nature, the character of the

two coming essays is more argumentative and polemic.

The first part of this essay will deal with the forma-

tive process of the typological system. It is an organized

overview of the various factors entering into account in this

process. It recognizes that the formative process of the

type is a mechanics of fine balance between socially agreed

upon rules, and material constraints.

The second part proposes that a natural hierarchy exists

within material constraints that makes the structural configur-

ation within the material order, rule over the other configura-

tions.

Recognizing that socially agreed upon rules in architec-

ture have primarily to do with space, the third part of this

essay concludes that the process of finding a fine balance

between social conventions and physical constraints is at its

essence, when it deals with the relation between need of space
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and structural configuration; and proposes that the link is

established here between the specificity of architecture and

the emergence of the types.

The idea of convention"seen as a cultural system in

dialogue with empirical constraints" comes from Stan Ander-
*

son's "History for the Duration and Change of Artifacts"

and has consequently to do with G. Semper's typological
**

theory.

I will be using the concept of "thematic system" a-

distinguished from "typological system". N.J. Habraken gives

us an explanation on the meaning of the name by saying

that "thematic" has a social connotation: that it is speci-

fically man-made and that "themes" are subject to men's agree-

ments among themselves; that they reflect values that they

share, and that it is used in contra-distinction with "natural

system". I understand "typological system" as a collection of

thematic systems at an individual building scale. But the

emergence of each of these thematic systems is a process of

conflict, dialogue and resolution of conflict with physical

material constraints.
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3

THE ARCHITECTURAL
FOUNDATION

of
THE TYPE
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1. THE FORMATIVE PROCESS OF THE TYPE

2. HIERARCHY OF CONSTRAINTS

3. SPECIFICITY OF ARCHITECTURE AND THE EMERGENCE OF
TYPES
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1. THE FORMATIVE PROCESS OF THE TYPE

The investigation on the process

of formation of the type has tradi-

tionally meant an inquiry on the emer-

gence of primitive types.

This inquiry has proved itself

to be dangerous in several respects:

The major inclination has been

to establish the primitiveness of the

type as an authority and to institute

its forms as a model to be followed.

Add to this that any structurally

simple form could be established as

the primitive hut's form;

Other theorists saw in the primitive

type the manifestation of a cosmic

or supranatural force, instituting

its form as a divine model to be
exactly copied;

Even the most scientific of trends

would tend to see a natural darwinian

arborescence of form generated at

the primitive hut and allowing no

place for voluntary change.

A common feature to all these

primitive hut theories is that their

ideas were meant as justification of

an already chosen architecture; and

that their description of the primi-

tive process of formation of the type

was consequently a formal description.

In our inquiry on the formative

process of typological systems, we

are in search for the roots of regu-

larity. And what should be emphasized
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rather than any given form, is the

description of the primitive process,

its constituents, its constraints.

The inquiry on the primitive process

of architecture is a tool that allows

us to deal with the basic problem of

architecture with abstraction of any

corollary problems; a tool that

allows us to get a grasp on the es-

sence of the practice of architecture:

the basic elements that prompted its

emergence.

Semper's ideas in respect to

the primitive hut, as explained by
*

Stanford Anderson help make this

approach to primitive types clearer.

The major idea in Semper's theory

is that original types are tied to

human need and human making. Any de-

signer (Semper uses "artist") works

"with stuff according to certain

techniques in the service of human

needs and in a socio-historical

setting."

Now, expanding on Semper's theory

let's recognize two types of needs:

Needs that are basic in nature (the

need for shelter from exterior forces)

and needs that are social in nature

(the need for a certain space, or

for a certain spatial arrangement is

the most elemental of these needs,

but there are various other social

architectural needs).
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The need for shelter, the need

for a given space and whatever mater-

ial available are sufficient to de-

scribe the primitive process of

formation of architecture.

Now whatever the form of the

primitive hut is, it does not become

a primitive type if its basic struc-

ture is not repeated. We know that

kepetition of structure is the key to

typological systems. Repetition of

the structure informs us in fact of

its social value.

Now, it is the contention of this

essay that repetition of the struc-

ture will not occur if the use of

material as related to the need for

a given space is not of a certain

quality; not a formal quality; but

a quality that has to do with finding

the most natural and finest balance

between the need for space which is

a representation of a socially agreed

upon rule and the use of available

material. This has to do with pref-

erential relations between qpace and

material as explained in the first

essay.

There are several consequences to

this idea:

First, as far as primitive type

goes, this process of finding a fine

balance between space and material is

the generator of building techniques,

and not the other way around. This
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tells something about technical

change and formation of new types.

Then, the process of formation

of types or typological systems is

something of a discontinuous process.

There is nothing such as a primitive

type to which any architecture is

related or referenced. Structure

of typological systems can instantly

stem from nowhere else than their

own architectural qualities; un-

related to primitive types, related

only to a primitive process.

If this process of finding the

finest balance between spatial need

and material is a potential generator

of typological systems, then, we

should try to understand the mechanics

of this process and we are on the

way toward a still possible typolo-

gical architecture.

When we think of physical con-

straints as represented by the three

physical orders within the field of

regularity, the question poses itself

whether this fine balance has to do

with all three orders and whether

socially agreed upon rules and prin-

ciples do not relate to the same

orders.

It becomes of importance then to

investigate a possible hierarchy

within physical constraints and to

determine ordersof importance among

the various physical material.
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2. HIERARCHY OF CONSTRAINTS

We have discussed in the previous

essay how the norms constituting the

structure of a typological system

related basically to selection and

distribution of elements.

We had also divided the physical

order into three main categories:

the structural, the enclosing and

the enveloping.

The study of the interrelation

of these norms of selection and dis-

tribution as applicable to each physi-

cal order will inform us of a certain

hierarchy among these orders.

There are four basic questions

that seem to be worth investigating:

1) Are norms or selection and distri-

bution independent from each other

within one order?

2) Is norm of selection in one order

independent from norm of distribution

in another order?

3) Is norm of selection in one order

independent from norm of selection

in another order?

4) Is norm of distribution in one

order independent from norm of distri-

bution in another order?

To the first question the answer

seems to be that moving from the

structural to the enveloping order,

the relation between selection and

distribution becomes looser and looser.
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In fact within the structural order

selection and distribution seem to

be a one and unique norm. Span is

dependent of section. Section is

dependent of load, etc... So that

distinguishing between the two seems

artificial. Whereas in the enveloping

order distribution being chosen

selection can still be changed.

The conclusion being that the

norm of selection and distribution

within a structural order has a great-

er potential for formal definition

of elements than in the enclosing

and enveloping orders. This simply

means that the norm in the structural

order is necessarily precise and

obligatgry whereas in the other order

it allows for more variation.

To the question whether selection

in one order is independent from

distribution in the others, it seems

that the answer is always that when

selection and distribution refer to

the structural order they affect the

two other orders, but not the other

way around. Distribution in the struc-

tural order affects selection in the

enclosing and in the enveloping orders.

The reverse is not true.

To the question whether distribu-

tion in one order is independent

from distribution in the other order

we get the same kind of answer, and

similarly with selection from one
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order to another.

In short, the structural order

imposes itself as the most dominant

of the three. In a very general

sense, it precedes them out of neces-

sity. It affects them more than they

can affect it.

We have already mentioned in the

second essay that the norms concern-

ing the structural configurations

are norms of necessity (ruled by

natural principles of gravity, sta-

tics and bearing); that the norms con-

cerning enclosing configurations are

norms of reason (stemming from mere

reason, usage or use) and that norms

concerning the enveloping configura-

tions are norms of art (linked to

the artistic inclinations of the de-

signer).

I will add to this that in the

scale of social conventions the con-

figuration the most social is the en-

closing configuration, because di-

rectly related to social life and

linked to the direct representation

of this life under the form of a

family. Then comes the enveloping

configuration, because socially recog-

nizable and translatable in terms of

social value. And finally, the struc-

tural configuration with very little

social potential if any.

I would differenciate between the

various thematic systems that
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constitute the overall typological

system:

I would recognize thematic systems

that have to do more with principles

than with rules; (principles seen as

"natural", rules seen as social) and

thematic systems that work the other

way around.

And finally, I would recognize that

those thematic systems that are more

necessary because based on natural

principles rather than on social rules

are only thematic systems in this

sense that they are supports for the-

matic systems of a more easily recog-

nizable social nature. It is in

fact their potential for attaching

to those thematic systems that are

more social in nature, that makes

them thematic systems also. They

are otherwise abstractions of a cer-

tain natural order.

More particularly, it is the fact

that they determine the form of those

more clearly social thematic systems

that makes them thematic systems

also.

This is particularly true for the

structural configuration as it relates

to spatial organization. It is be-

cause it encloses somehow a thematic

system of an extremely clearly social

nature that it takes itself a value

of thematic system.

This particular relation between
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the structural order and the spatial

organization being at the same time

at the center of the definition of

architecture and at the core of the

formation of typological systems the

question poses itself whether the

specificity of architecture has not

also something to do with the emer-

gence of types.

3. SPECIFICITY OF ARCHITECTURE AND

THE EMERGENCE OF TYPES

The question clearly is this:

Isn't the normal evolution of the

built environment an evolution charac-

terized by the constant renewal of a

series of processes leading to the

emergence of typological systems;

systems bringing conformance and

variety at the same time; systems

refering to common principles and

rules, or better, to elementary

principles and rules, but allowing

for individual interpretation of

these rules and principles? Is

normality of architecture in other

words characterized by the prevalence

of typological systems?

obviously the question is direct-

ed to historians of architecture.

Not the historians of monuments, not

the historians of the theory of

architecture, not the biographers

of great architects or the specialists

of styles and epoques, but to the
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historians of regular everyday archi-

tecture.

If the answer is yes, what is it

that makes an architecture of typo-

logical systems more valid than an

architecture of composite systems or

an architecture of repetitive en-

vironments? What is it that justifies

looking at architecture of the past

with envious eyes?

Finally, what is the way back to

normality if any? Or is it worth

looking back? What should our atti-

tude be towards our architectural

past?

I have not resisted the temptation

of assuming, for the time of this

work, that yes, normality of archi-

tecture is within environments of a

typological nature.

I have done so as many would have

done, moved by an admiration and re-

spect for architectures of the past,

that some have called architectures

of an ageless quality. But not simply

because this architecture seemed

pleasing to the senses, and clear

to the intellect, but because it

seemed to be so unavoidable, natural,

non-arbitrary, and in the order of

things. Yes,because there seemed to

be a common principle that justified

it to be the way it was. Because it

seemed to be an architecture of con-

vention.
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I have assumed that this common

principle is of empirical evidence.

That it is something we can discover

and analyze. That it is of specifi-

cally architectural nature. That it

A could be made to work again; and that

it could put us back on the right

tracks.

Heading towards the future

obviously; because the principles we

would have discovered were dynamic

and susceptible of leading to improve-

ment, changes.

The principle was simple, and

sounded childish:

Understand architecture;

Master the relations between Space

and Material;

and respect these relations.

They contain the seeds for an archi-

tecture free of justification;

an architecture of convention.

We will look into theimeaning of

an architecture of convention in the

fourth essay.
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transition
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This last essay in form of conclusion is an inquiry

on the typological foundation of an architecture of conven-

tion.

The origin of my ideas on the subject comes from Stanford
*

Anderson's "History for the Duration and Change of Artifacts"

where he proposes typology as "an intermediate mode of ex-

planation" between the understanding of the relationship to

the past as one of authority (as professed by the architects

of the post-modernist movement) and the production of parti-

culars (as theorized and applied by the architects of the

Modern Movement); and from his article "Architecture and
**

Tradition that isn't Trad, Dad" where he proposes, based on

Karl Popper's theory of knowledge that we should adopt

our "traditions as a necessary, common dynamic ground upon

which we operate; that we should acquaint ourselves with

our traditions in order that we may use those traditions more

eloquently or free ourselves from them, as we see fit."

The title of the essay is in reference to William

Hubbard's "Complicity and Conviction: Steps towards an

Architecture of Convention" where he rejects the idea that

"there might be an architecture of the past that would so

fully do what architecture of convention can do."

I will deal, in the first part of this essay with the

characteristics of an architecture of convention. I will

try to define how an architecture of convention works and

why I feel it is an architecture towards which we should

aim.
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In the second part of the essay, I will deal with the

concept of regular environments as related to an architec-

ture of convention. I will try to show the potential of

typological systems for convention and inquire on the roots

of this potential within the architectural specificity of

the type.

In the third part of the essay I will talk of typologi-

caZ systems and their potential for change within an archi-

tecture of convention.

I will conclude on the necessity of establishing ground

rules for a Typological Architecture. I will try to define

practical basis for our relation to past typologies and

reflect on the role of the architect in an architecture of

typological systems.
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1. DEFINING AN ARCHITECTURE OF

CONVENTION

I think of an architecture of

convention as an architecture that

people agree upon; that meets societal

acceptance.

I agree with W. Hubbard that it

is an architecture "that engages

poeple's perceptions and expectations;

that appeals while convincing, that,

by the mere force of its form upon

our expectation, persuadesus to

want it the way it is, give use rea-

sons to be the way it is."

I think of an architecture of

convention as an architecture that

makes people situate themselves in

relation to more general things: it

is an architecture that relates to

past architectures, that links itself

to society, that tells you about your

human condition and that gives you

faith in a better future.

I believe with W. Hubbard "in

endeavors that aim at engendering in

ourselves conviction about human

values and human possibility." I be-

lieve in an architecture that "tells

us about values that are deep and

important for us."

I think of an architecture of

convention as an architecture that

speaks by itself, and because it does

so, makes you want to talk about it.
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But I also think that these char-

acteristics of an architecture of

convention can be found in more or-

dinary architectures than a preten-

sious Kresge College or a grandiose

lawn at the University of Virginia.

I believe they can be found in al-

most any simple spontaneous archi-

tecture of the past. I believe they

are not the monopoly of architects

of talents or people that have read

our books. I believe they are the do-
main of architectures without archi-

tects. I believe they are the results

of finding the simplest solutions to

any problems.

I believe they are the domain of

the architectures of typological

systems.

I believe in an architecture of

convention as what we should be aiming

at, of any architecture.

I believe so because an architec-

ture of convention is an architecture

that recognizes itself as a social

discipline. It is not the selfish

architecture of renowned architects that
we have been used to and forced to

suffer. I believe in an architecture

of the non-arbitrary, an architecture

that needs no other justification

than societal acceptance. I believe

in an architecture in accord with its

time because it is an architecture

historically accountable for. I be-

lieve in it because it establishes,
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in peoples reaction to it, a basis

for improvement. It is an architec-

ture of change. With it we are done

for good with architectures of the

elite; the architectures of the mys-

tical, functional, organizational,

or ornamentational justification.

I believe that typological sys-

tems, through their specifically

architectural foundations, are poten-

tial architectures of convention.

2. TYPOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND CONVENTION

William Hubbard has proposed six

"steps towards an architecture of con-
*

vention." Steps borrowed from the

social sciences edifice. Let us

briefly review and discuss his sugges-

tions:

Firstly, he suggests that "forms

of an individual building should not

be addressed only to that specific

place and program"; and that "forms

ought to be generalized from the par-

ticulars or that situation"; that ul-

timately forms should allow slippage,

thus linking the building to the

future through different activities

that might take place in it.

I believe that there is a valid

principle underlying this first sug-

gestion, which is the principle of

generalized forms. But I don't

think that the idea of slippage is

a characteristic bf an architecture
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of convention. Although the re-use

of buildings for different activities

is possibly a quality, certain forms

might be very specific to certain

activities.4 It seems as if societal

acceptance or "complicity" would be

more likely to happen when form is

particular to a building. The way

I understand generality drawn from

specific, is generalization as the

reference to an intuitively felt pre-

*erential type of relationship between

space and material. Ultimately this

preferential relation if applied to

a typological system, would be the

core of the structure in the system.

In other terms the norm governing

structural scheme and spatial organ-

ization. Typological systems of the

past are architectures of generalized

forms.

Secondly, he suggests that "the

architect should systematize general-

ized forms in a manner that makes

sense to people"; "but the logic

ought not to be the kind of logic that

flows inexorably from an unquestioned

premise"; rather a sensible logic, a

self-referential logic, a logic that

can be accepted by an act of complic-

ity. As examples of this "contingency"

he uses the fact that in the Jeffer-

son's lawn at the University of Vir-

ginia the student rooms are linked by

a colonade on the lawn but by an
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arcade on the Ranges, and in Kresge

College that identical ranks of rooms

are given different walkways...

Hubbard's examples seem to me

cheap architect's tricks. I unper-

stand systematization of generalized

forms differently. I understand this

as variation within the norms; but

variation that is non-arbitrary be-

cause representing an individual's

interpretation of a general principle.

I understand systematized generalized

forms as variation and conformance.

Thirdly, he suggests that the

architect's "intentions must be kept

implicit", that he should "leave open

the widest possible range of oppor-

tunities for future architects to

reinterpret those intentions."

Architecture in a typological sys-

tem is not a discipline of architect's

intentions. Architecture in typologi-

cal systems is not a game. There is

no need for convincing people that

it is something worth playing. It is

something more basic and dramatic. It

cannot be at the same time a game and

engender in you convictions about

human values -- if intent is inherent

to the act of making architecture,

then the typological system's struc-

ture owns the intent, not the indivi-

dual designer that varies on it.

Intent is particular to a certain kind

of relation between space and material.

It is beyond the individual's reach.
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Thus, acceptance, agreement, conven-

tion.

Fourthly, he suggests that "the

architect should see that his build-

ing calls other buildings to mind.

He notes that the lawn calls the

Pantheon in Rome to mind...

This is in typological systems a

characteristic of the structure.

Conformance brings more than other

buildings to mind. It brings primary

principles. Anyway, the buildings it

suggests are not of the Pantheon's

prestige, but give a sense of a col-

lectively shared property.

This answers also the fifth sug-

gestion that says that "the architect

should see that the works likely to

come to a person's mind are works

that the person could read as having

a comparable intent.

The sixth suggestion proposes that

"society wants to believe in ideals

about the places we inhabit, but knows

that such ideals are indefensible";

that the architect is appointed to

manipulate the conventions of form,

the rule of good building.

We will discuss a little further

the role of the architect within an

architecture of typological systems.

In any case, the system's structure

contains in embryonic form convention

of form: preferential relations be-

tween space and material. The
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architect, it is true, manipulates

conventions of form.

It appears very clearly that a

structure based on preferential re-

lations in typological systems reduces

the six steps to one and only one.

It is a step we can recognize in

almost any past pre-industrial archi-

tecture. And what is so reassuring

about it is that it is of a specifi-

cally architectural nature. Within

our reach if we learn about it.

One last word we should add about

the conventional potential of typolo-

gical systems, is that the variations

on the structure refer to conventions

of a "given cultural setting with
*

specifiable extension and duration"

whereas the conformation refers to

convention of a more timeless nature,

particular to human mind and under-

standing.

3. CHANGE

Typological systems are fertile

architectural fields. They are dy-

namic systems. They are systems of

change.

Typological system allows various

levels of change. Individuals can

operate changes on the variables

level, others on the structure level.

Changes on the variables level pre-

serve conformance. Change on the

structure is a voluntary act aiming
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at improving on it. Changes on the

variables level also suggest changes

on deeper levels.

What is of importance here is that

the typological system's structure

being a shared property, change be-

comes a collective endeavor.

Furthermore the typological sys-

tem gives us a tool for testing our

changes. Stability of changed types

is the tool for checking the corre-

spondance between our prediction and

their results.

Typological system being analyz-

able and describable in terms of itsr

norms and variationsit is easy to

acquaint ourselves with it in order

to "use it or free ourselves from it

as we see fit." It is a real, con-

create dynamic ground upon which we

can collectively operate.

Furthermore, we know that stabil-

ity of our changed structure is the

measure of its validity: this simply

means that we should concentrate our

change endeavors on the parts of the

structure that have the strongest con-

ventional potential. We know that

this means the relationships between

space and material.

4. TOWARDS A TYPOLOGICAL ARCHITECTURE

Heading towards a typological ar-

chitecture is first looking back.

Examine the footsteps of our past
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architectural heritage. It is our

initial ground of operation.

Recognize first typological sys-

tems in what remains from the archi-

tecture of the past.

Understand how the system opera-

ted. What constituted the fine bal-

ance between social convention and

physical constraints.

Master the relations between Space

and Material, recognized as the struc-

ture's potential for convention.

The architect, in a typological

system's architecture is:

The translator of hidden norms of

the structure into comprehensible,

usable language;

The counselor that helps people

varying on the structure;

He leads the changes. He is the

bookkeeper of changes at the variables

level. Through his knowledge of space

and material he can transpose changes

to the structure, modifying the sys-

tem, completing it, focusing on as-

pects of it, cutting from it the

superfluous, etc... He systhesizes

the collective effort for change.

"We do not ever know, we guess";

"we can learn from our mistakes";

"we must search for our mistakes";
*

"we must criticize our theories."
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epilogue

TYPOLOGIES;
architectural and others
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This epilogue deals primarily with a problem of termin-

ology. The concept of typology has been the object, since

the 18th century of extensive use in the architectural theory

field. Numerous and extremely varied interpretations of it

have emerged and conflicted. This has made it difficult to

use the concept again, and in one more independent version,

without causing a discomfort among architectural theorists

and critics. It is argued that the discomfort comes from the

fact that one should not add to the confusion and vagueness

surrounding the concept; that we have to establish it as a

tool that could gather around it again, the otherwise tired

interest of the architectural theorists' audience.

I will try to explain why I think that the interpreta-

tion of typology as understood in this work could contribute

to elucidate the problems that cause confusion around the con-

cept of typology, and eventually eliminate this confusion;

and establish the concept as a dynamic change-oriented prin-

ciple.

In fact, there are two aspects to the interpretation of

typology as proposed in this work: the first is its defini-

tion as it relates to prevailing typological theories, the

second is its use towards a given architecture with perfectly

defined characteristics. I believe that typology as defined

in this paper puts into one single perspective the various

theoretical trends, thus bringing some light on the confusion

that prevails, rather than adding to it; and I believe that

it is only by detaching itself from these theories that it
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gains potential for becoming a more powerful and precise

tool for intervention.

I shall start by briefly reviewing two general aspects of

the confusion that exists around the concept of typology; Iwill

then rapidly re-define the characteristics of the architecture

that we are aiming at, and finally I will propose an auxiliary

vocabulary to the concept of typology; vocabulary that might,

through differenciation and specialization give it more

strength as a dynamic tool for change, and at the same time

contribute to a re-evaluation of the existing theories in a

new and more articulate manner.

* * * * *

If we consider any regular environment as analyzable

in terms of "structure" and "variants", it clearly appears

that the scale of the 'structure', or in other terms its

location within the levels of physical order or scales of

spatial order varies. Most typological theories can be

understood and explained as being in struggle with the pro-

blem of the scale of the system's "structure". It seems ob-

vious to my mind that the major aspect of the confusion that

prevails is related to the variation of the location of the

structure from one physical order to another, and from one
*

spatial scale to another: In this sense, Laugier defines

the limits of the "structure" at the structural scheme

4e
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itself and establishes the principle that the structural

scheme level should overlap with the enveloping order.
*

Argan tries also to deal with the problem of the location

of the "structure" by defining three kinds of typologies:

the first having to do with configurations, the second with

structural element, and the third with decorative elements.
**

The neo-rationalists along with the "populists" of the

post-modernist movement do not hesitate to define the

type by one single level of location of the "structure". The

architects of the School of Venice see it as part of,

and in dialogue with an urban order introducing one more

scale in the spatial order as defined in this work. There

are corollary aspects to the general problem of the scale of

definition of a system's structure, and as we have seen

with Laugier, they have basically to do with overlapping

of levels.

The other aspect of the confusion is related to the pro-

cess of emergence of the 'structure'. There are theories

that establish "natural" emergence as a principle as with
*** **

Laugier and Quatremere de Quincy, and others, that by recog-

nizing predominance of the variants on the structure accept

the idea of an arbitrary structure like Durand and the

populists and other post-modernists.

We have defined in the fourth essay the architecture

towards which we have recognized to be aiming. As far as

level of location of a systems' structure goes, this
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architecture is an architecture of strong interrelations of

the norms of the structure at various levels of physical

elements and scales of spatial order. As far as process of

emergence of the "structure" goes, it is an architecture of

non-arbitrary architectural principles of interrelations of

Space and Material.

If the concept of typology is to help us arrive at this

architecture, it ought to be descriptive of this architecture

in exclusion of any other. This is the reason why I have

called typological systems one specific area only of the

regular environments, the one that looks more like what we

are aiming for.

I propose that typological analysis is not to be ap-

plicable to any environment. I think that doing so would

confuse and frustrate. I propose an auxiliary vocabulary

based on the concept of "thematic system" as introduced by

N. John Habraken.

Let me discuss the eventual relations between the

"thematic" and the "typological" and prospect the possibili-

ties and potential of meaningfully linking the two concepts

so that we can use both of them in a more precise and ef-

ficient manner:

"Thematic system" is a system of "structure" and "variants"

with no defined scale. It can apply at various levels of the phy-

sical orders or scales of the spatial order. It is invariably

the product of social rules, but although the product of ag-

reement it is not yet representative of an architecture of
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convention.

"Thematic system" is in dialogue with "typological systems".

"Typological system" is a collection of thematic systems

at an individual building scale. (possibly, at a recogniz-

able building scale would suffice.)

Unity of structure at various levels is the major character-

istic of typological systems. Natural principles of inter-

relations of the norms of the structure at various levels is

the representation of this unity.

Thematic analysis is proposed as a first step towards

a typological analysis. Beyond a certain unity of the

"structure" at various levels the analyzed system will be

called typological. Analysis of the way in which the dif-

ferent norms interrelate within a "structure" is specifically

typological.

Both systems are practical, operable systems. Yet, the

first is the expression of a fragmentation, whereas the

second is organic in nature and reflects a solid and imposing

social agreement root. For this reason, only the latter can

constribute the basis for an architecture of convention.

This is why the differenciatiorr and specialization seems to

be valid, and to contain potential. A more thorough examina-

tion of this question of terminology as it relates to analysis

and intervention seems necessary because,in any case,a vocabu-

lary exclusively related to type does not reflect the reality

of the built environment and the complexity of the analysis

of this environment.
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tiple of a 3-foot measuring stick. And H.W.
Marshall in "Folk Architecture in Little Y
Dixie, a regional culture in Missouri", U. of
Missouri Press. 1981, p. 44.
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Page 47: *Eugene Viollet-le-Duc; "Entretiens sur l'architec-
ture," Paris, 1963-72 and "Dictionnaire
Raisonne de l'Architecture," 1854-68, Paris.

Page 51: *Glassie; ibid. p. 19.

Page 73: *N.J. Habraken; ibid.

**N.J. Habraken; ibid.

Page 77: *N.J. Habraken; ibid. p. 67: "Comparison of simi-
larity is the key to structure."

Page 78: *From: Gunnar Bugge and Christian Norbert-Schulz;
"Stov og laft" "Early wooden Architecture
in Norway," Byggekunst, Norske Arkitektens
Landsforbund. Oslo, 1969.

Page 83: *N.J. Habraken; ibid.

Page 84: *N.J. Habraken, ibid, p. 21: "The identification
of the elements that belong to a configura-
tion we will call its selection and the
description of those elements will be called
the configuration distribution"... "The
selection and distribution together de-
scribe the configuration as it can be ob-
served in the site. We will say that the
form of a configuration is the combination
of its selection and distribution."

Page 94: **Saverio Muratori; "Studi per una operanta storia
urbana di Veneria," Roma Instituto Poligraf-
ico dello stato, 1959.

*Marcello Rebecchini; "Il fondamento tipologico
dell'Architectura, teoria et significato
del tipo," Bulzoni Ed. 1978.

Page 95: *Glassie, ibid.

**Howard Wright Marshall, ibid.
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Page 105: *Stanford Anderson; "History for the Duration and
Change of Artifacts, Part I," Perspecta
Fall 1980.

**G. Semper cited in Anersoni "History;" "Der stil
den Technischen und tektonischen Kunsten
oder Praktische Aesthetik" Vol. 1, Frankfurt
a. M: Verlag fur kunst und Wissenschaft,
1860.

***N.J. Habraken; ibid.

Page 109: *Anderson "History...."; ibid.

Page 120: *Anderson "History...."; ibid.

**Stanford Anderson: "Architecture and Tradition"

Architectural Association Journal, May 1965,
reprint in Marcus Whiffen, ed. The History,
Theory, and Criticism of Architecture, 1965.

***Sir Karl Popper: "Conjectures and Refutations."

****William Hubbard; "Complicity...."; ibid.

Page 124: *W. Hubbard; "Complicity...."; ibid.

Page 125: *two examples used by Hubbard (in the same book) as
examples of an architecture of convention.

Page 126:

Page 130:

Page 132:

Page 135:

*W. Hubbard; "Complicity...."; ibid, p. 144.

*Anderson; "History...."; ibid.

*Karl Popper; "Conj and Ref;" ibid.

*Laugier P.; "Essai sur l'architecture,"
Laugier published his "Essai sur l'architec-
ture" in 1755. He expounds a rationalist
view of classical architecture, as atruthful,
economic expression of man's need for shel-
ter.
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He uses, for his demonstration, the example
of the primitive man looking for a shelter
and guided only by his natural instincts
and needs; and describes the way in which he
builds his 'primitve hut'.

He makes it clear that: "art owes its ori-
gin to an imitation of nature's process"
and that the "rustic hut is the model on
which all the magnificant achievements of
architecture have been imagined".

He establishes his model as a principle from
which the essential elements of architecture
and their rules of combination are derived:
"It is by moving closer to the simplicity
of the first model that we avoid the essen-
tial defects and attain the true perfec-
tions", and, "it is the essential parts
which contain all the beauties; the parts
introduced through necessity contain all the
abuses; and the parts added by whim contain
all the defects."

Contemporary readings and criticism of
Laugier's idea of type:

Panerai, in the article "Typologies," follow-
ing more or less the conceptions of the
school of Venice; emphasizes on the facts
that:
- it is constructed a posteriori on exclu-
sively formal and stylistic criteria
(Laugier had in view only the criticism of
a specific situation - excesses of Rococo
- and the defense of a specific style -
classicism -)
- it is a non-historical vision of typology;
- the production process is forgotten (as
much the system of production as the com-
mands)
- the use or usage is ignored;
- it negates the exceptions and irregulari-
ties, the different cultures, and the social
signification;
- Laugier tries to substitute himself to
the individual or collective creator in the
explonation of the project.
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Vidler, in an article on the transformation
of the academic ideal, emphasizes on the
relation of the idea of natural law with the
idea of received law:
The idea of received law:
- 18th century dictionaries define the type
as "shadow", "representation", "figure";
- the dictionnary of the Academie Francaise
states that, according to the neoplatonists,
"the ideas of god are the types of all
created things";
- Freemasonic pamphlets perpetuate this
meaning of the type colored by an air of
archaism and religious mysticism.

Vidler finally points out that symbolists as
well as materialists were referring not
simply to a designation, a static classi-
ficatory term, but an active principle,
a mode of design in itself.

In "Architecture rationnelle" the so-called
neo-rationalists(Delevoy, Vidler, Krier and
others) make more than once reference to
Laugier's primitive principle, although Vidler
in his "third typology," says that for the
neo-rationalists, there is no such attempt
at legitimation and validation, and that
elements refer only to their own nature.
The nature referred to, he says, is the na-
ture of the city itself, allowed to speak
simply of its own formal condition.

Page 136: * Type and the neutralization of the past: Guilio
Carlo Argan and the formative process of
the type:

Argan's article "Sul concetto di Tipologia
architettonica" was published in 1962.

The article deals with the formative process
of the type, of which argan has a very
specific understanding, and consequently of
the position of the architect vis-a-vis
history.

For Argan, the Ideal type is only an abstrac-
tion.

The question of typology is function of:
- the historical process of architecture,
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- the thinking and working process of indi-
vidual architects.

He criticizes the architects who explain
architectural forms in relation to a symbol-
ism or a ritual pattern. For him, there is
no inherent relation in reality.

For him, when a type is determined in archi-
tecture, it already has an existence. Its
birth is dependant on the existence of a
series of buildings having between them an
obvious formal and functional analogy:
Its determination is an operation a poster-
iori. Consequently, the process of determ-
ining a type is a process of reducing a
complex of formal variants to a common root
form.

The formative process of a typology:
Not only a classification or statistical
process, but one carried out for definite
formal ends.

Proof:
- typologies not only tied to function, but
in relation to configuration also;
- formal architectural typologies will al-
ways fall into three main categories:

a- concerned with configuration (example:
centrally and longitudinally planned
plans)

b- concerned with structural elements
(example: flat or domed roofs)

c- concerned with decorative elements
(example: order of columns, ornamen-
tal details)

This classification follows the succession
of the architect's working process.

Consequences:
- Through the reduction of preceding works
of art to a type, the artist frees himself
from being conditioned by a definite histor-
ical form, and neutralizes the past.
- Art of the past is no more a conditioning
mode.
- The acceptance of type implies the sus-
pension of historical judgement (the choice
of a model implies a value judgement).

He finally emphasizes on the two aspects of
the position of the architect vis-a-vis
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history:
- the aspect of typology
- the aspect of the formal definition.

Page 136: **The manifesto of the neo-rationalists, "Rational
Architecture" was published in 3q78. Texts
were written by Delevoy, Vidler, Krier,
Scolari and others.

Typology is the key concept of the movement.

Vidler, in his article, the "Third Typology:
explains the logic of this new understanding
of the type:

- there is no more any attempt at validation
or legitimization of the projected archi-
tecture: the movement is born out of re-
newed interest in the forms and fabrics
of the pre-industrial cities. The tradition-
al city thus becomes the focus of its con-
cern; the forms of its artifacts provide
the material for the classification.
It is based on reason and classification.
Validation is not needed because the elements
refer only to their own nature, their geo-
metries are neither scientific nor technical,
but essentially architectural.
The nature referred to is the nature of the
city itself, allowed to speak simply of its
formal condition.

Comments on the neo-rationalists theories:

Mary Mc Leod raises three questions:
- the possibility of any communicative
power of the type;
- the nature of the content in neo-rationa-
list projects;
- the focus of the critical investigation
on the formal object

She points out that:
- the building does not elucidate ideologi-
cal myths, making manifest our historical
situation; and that its value is not politi-
cal;
- reliance on past symbolic forms perpetuate
the ideology of an earlier period;
- the potential of metaphorical opposition
in typology is not sufficient to establish
a critical role for architecture in terms
of radical praxis social action.
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***Colquhoun's article "Typology and design methods"
was first published in 1967 and deals with
the communicative power of the type. It
was extensively used by the American popu-
lists of the post-modernist movement.

It first postulates that artifacts are
means of communication with society.
It emphasizes the fact that man needs to
represent the phenomenal world in such a
way that it becomes a coherent and logical
socially recognizable system. Through this
optique, the modern movement is seen as
the attempt to modify this representational
system through a belief in bio-technical
determinism.

The creation is seen as a process of adapt-
ing forms derived either from past needs or
from past aesthetic ideologies to the needs
of the present.

Finally, the importance of the forms of the
past and their availability as typological
models is restated:
- we are not free from the forms of the
past;
- if we assume that we are free, we have
lost control on an active sector of our
imagination and of our power to communicate
with others.

****Muratori is aprofessor from 1950 to 1959 at the
Venice Institute of Architecture and studies,
with his students, the urban structure of
the city, through a typological analysis
of the tissue.

He publishes in 1959 his "Studi per una
operanta storia urbana di Venezia."

The three conclusions of his study are:
- the type cannot be studied independently
from its concrete application; it means
independently from the built tissue;
- the urban tissue cannot be studied inde-
pendently from his context; this means in-
dependently from the whole urban structure;
- the study of an urban structure cannot be
considered independently from its historical
dimension; its growth is part of its reality.
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He thus avoided to fall into an abstract
classification, or into an aesthetical con-
templation; He studies the urban tissue as
a whole, the building being only one ele-
ment in the totality; The concept "typolo-
gia edilizia" means: not only the build-
ings, but the walls, the streets, the
gardens...

On methodology, Muratori recognizes an im-
mediate derivation between the analysis and
the project, a logical continuity between
knowledge and action. His followers will
avoid adopting the same position in regard
to the conception process.

Comments on Muratori's analysis:

One of the French followers of Muratori,
Panerai, has analyzed the aspects that he
finds interesting in his method:

- gets rid of a conception of typology as
the study of the "archetypes"; typology
becomes a concrete analysis of a tissue

- demonstrates the interest of the use of
the type at different levels of analysis of
the urban space: example: the built lot
(which means the integration of the open
spaces, gardens, courtyards, with a speci-
fic relation to the urban spaces)
the group of lots (which defines the ele-
mentary organization of the tissue, defined
by: its relation to the public spaces, the
position of the monuments, the logic of
the densification and the internal growth)

Consequences:
- typology can no more accept the choice of
arbitrary criteria for whatever classifica-
tion; it applies to the analysis of a real
historical situation.
- Interest of the study of the production
process of the built environment;
- Type as recognizable by the user.

Aldo Rossi and his continuation of Muratori's
thesis:

In his book "L'Architettura della Citta",
published in 1966, Aldo Rossi continues the
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theoretical investigation on the type began
by Muratori.

He observes, on Padova, the process of
urban transformation and deduces a certain
number of recurrence laws, applicable to
other parts of the city having had the same
treatment at different moments of history.

He introduces the concept of:
"the dialectical (non causal) relation be-
tween the typology of the buildings and
the urban morphology."

(this hypothesis had already been theoreti-
cally formulated in "Rapporti tra la morfol-
ogia urbana e la tipologia edilizia" and
its verification on Padova had been tried)

Carlo Aymonino expands on Muratori's and
Rossi's theory:

"La Citta di Padova" was published in 1970,
and is the continuation of the investigation
of the School of Venice on typology.

It makes a distinction between:
formal types (independent typologies)
and functional types (applied typologies)

It studies the possible associations of ele-
ments (structural and organizational) of
the urban totality in view of constructing
a typological classification of architec-
tural organisms.

The reader can make a distinction between:
- a rationalistview of typology (deductive,
analytical-a posteriori)
- and an empirical view of it (inductive-
a priori)

The conclusions of the study:

1) Verification of the hypothesis of the
dialectical relation between typology of
the buildings and the urban morphology;
2) the relation itself changes and the his-
tory of this change is the urban history of
the city;
the transformation of these relations allows
a scientific definition of the different
homogeneous parts of the city;
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3) the group (Aymonino-Rossi) refuses a
methodology of the project because the pro-
blem of the modern city is different, and
nothing can prove that the capitalist city
needs a form.

Page 136:
*****Quatromere de Quincy, article "type" in the Encyc-

lopedie Methodique, (1825)

Quatremere draws a distinction between Type
and Model, and reasserts the idea of
origin as an important element for the forma-
tion of the type.

For him, the type is an object after which
each artist can conceive works of art that
may have no resemblance bewteen them.
The model is a thing to copy or imitate
completely, to be repeated as it is.
All is precise and given in a model; all
is more or less vague in the type.

About the idea of origin, he says:
In every country, the art of a regular
building is born of a pre-existing source;
everything must have an antecedant; all
things, in spite of subsequent changes,
have conserved this elementary principle;
one of the principal occupations of science
is to discover the origins and primitive
causes.

******Durand's theories:

The basic reasons behind the emergence of
Durand's theories:
A double transformation affecting the pro-
fession after the French Revolution:
- a transformation of the nature of the
programs and constructions needed for the
new social order;
- a consequent transformation of the nature
of the conception process
In fact the revolution created new programs
(hospitals, schools, prisons, markets...)
and the architects were not used to this
new demand. Their conceptual tools were
not appropriate.

Durand developed an analytical typology:
"Recueil et parallele des Edifices de tous
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genres, anciens et modernes, remarquables
pour leur beautd;" and a generic or genera-
tive typology based on the divisions and
recombination of the examples given Iin the
"Recueil": "Precis des Lecons donnees a
l' Ecole Polytechnique."

His theory proceeds from the geometrical
properties of the plan, shows their inher-
ent operations and gives the basic schemes
for their operations.

Durand's interest in the past as a quarry
of examples allows him to build his opera-
tional theory:

Three stages:
- the description of the elements;
- rules of combination of the elements;
- the building.
Three types of elements (or forms and
proportions):
- resulting from the nature of the material;
- resulting from custom and imitation of
the past;
- resulting from simplicity and facility
to be understood.
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